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I. INTRODUCTION 

This matter came before the United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
pursuant to §7 17 ofTitle VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII), as amended, 42 U.S.c. 
§ 20DOe el seq. The procedural requirements provided in the COlllmission's regulations at 29 
C.F.R. § 1614.IOl et seq. were completed. A hearing in this matter was held from February 4, 
2009 to March 3, 2009 in Balt imore, Maryland,l The record remained open until June 8, 2009 for 
the submission of closing arguments and rep lies. 

I!. BAC KGROUND 

Class Agents Paulette Tay lor and Debra Harl ey are African-American female employees 
of the Social Security Administration (SSA). On February 27, 2003, Class Agents filed a formal 
complaint alleging that the Agency discriminated aga inst a class of persons on the bases of race 
(African-American) , sex (female) and reprisal for prior EEO activity in violat ion of Title VII of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (T itle VII) as amended, 42 U.S.c. §2000e et seq . On February 15, 
2005, the Administrative Judge recommended acceptance of the fo rmal complaint and certified a 
c lass of 

African-American females who were employed at the Agency's headquarters in 
Baltimore, Maryland, including employees working in the Security West and Metro West 
facilit ies, but excluding those in the Office of General Counsel and the Office of the 
Inspector General , in general schedule grades seven through thineen (GS-7 through GS-
13), after December 9,2000, who have not been promoted. 2 

The Agency appealed the recommended decision accepting the c lass complaint. On May 
5, 2006, the Commission accepted the class complaint and upheld certification of the class of 

all African-American females who were employed at the Agency's headquarters in 
Baltimore, Maryland, including employees working in the Security West and Metro West 
facilities, but excluding those in the Office of Genera l Counsel and the Office of the 
Inspector General, in general schedule grades seven through thirteen (GS-7 through GS-
13) who have not been promoted during the period of time beginning on December 9, 

I REFERENCE CO DES: 

I.F. 
J. Ex. 
A. Ex. 
C. Ex . 
H.T.( t-XVtl) -

Investigative File 
Joint Exhibit 
Agency's Exhibit 
Class Agents' Exhibit 
Hearing Transcript of February 4, 2009-March 3, 2009 

1 The basis of reprisal was elimina ted from the recommended decision for class certification because there was 
insufficient evidence to demonstrafe that class members. as a whole, had been subjected to reprisal. 
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2000, and continuing \0 the date a final determination is rendered on the class complaint 

I · ) c alln. 

Preliminary Rulings 

A. Class Agents' Motion to Amend Expert Reports 

On January 23, 2009, Class Agents' filed their Motion to Amend Expert Reports. In the 
Motion, the Class Agents requested that their Expert Reports be amended to include all of the 
declarations and exhibits submitted by their expert to date. In addition, they requested leave to 
update their expert reports to exclude supervisors from the Class.4 The Agency opposed the 
Class Agents' motion on January 27, 2009. 

The Class Agents' Motion to Amend Expert Reports was DENIED on February 17,2009, 
during the scheduled hearing on the class complain t. However, the court reporting company 
failed to transcribe the oral order on that date. Accordingly. the rul ing is again memorialized 
below. 

Timeliness of Class Agents' Request 

Expert discovery closed on Febmary 8, 2008. Class Agents filed their Motion To Amend 
Expert Reports on JanualY 23, 2009, nearly one year after the close of discovery and just 12 days 
before the scheduled hearing. At no lime prior to January 23, 2009 did Class Agents seek leave 
from the Commission to extend discovery or amend disclosed expert reports. See O/gyay v. 
Soc'yJor £1/1'/1. Graphic Desigl/, {I/c. , 169 F.R.D. 219 (D. D.C, 1996). This lapse was 
inexplicable and violated the scheduling order and disclosure requirements pursuant 10 discovery 
Rule 26 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Class Agents had the updated expert reports in their possession as early as October I , 
2008, when they filed their Opposition 10 the Agency's Motion In Limine. Class Agents 
proffered no good cause for their delay in filing the Motion to Amend Expert Reports a lmost 
four months after they were completed. 

Class Agents tried to explain their delay. Specifically, they stated that the Agency did not 
reveal needed career ladder codes until it filed its Motion In Limine on August 28, 2008. It was 
at that time that Dr. Klemm, their expert statistic ian, reran her analysis after the Agency pointed 
OUI the defects in the prior reports. Class Agents blamed the Agency for withholding infonn ation 
needed to complete their analysis. 

1 The terms Black and African-American will be used interchangeably throughout this decision. 

~ Class Agents were aware of class exclusions on December 10,2008. They failed to seek to amend their reports to 
adjust to the new changes untillanuary 23, 2009, nearly 45 days after the Commission informed the parties that the 
class was limited to nonsupervisory employees. 
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As the Agency pointed out in its Opposition to the Motion To Amend, Class Agents' 
counsel, Lori Kisch, stated in a June 18, 2007 letter to the Agency that, Ii ••• We were mistaken 
with regard to the codes. At this poim, we will not need SSA to provide the SAC and other codes 
that we had previously been discussing." Agency's Opposition To Class Agents' Motion To 
Amend Expert Reports, Ex. 2. The codes Kisch referred to included all codes the C lass Agents 
requested pursuant to discovery. Opposition To Class Agents' Motion To Amend Expert 
Reports, Ex. 3. Thus, by their own admission, Class Agents received all requested codes more 
than a year prior to the time that the Agency filed its Motion In Limine. Moreover, in their 
Motion To Amend, Class Agents failed to specifically identify any new codes that the Agency 
had withheld prior to filing the MOIion In Limine. Thus, Class Agents' rationale for the delay 
was without merit. 

At both the December 10,2008 prehearing conference and the January 8, 2009 
prehearing conference, the parties briefly addressed the Class Agents' amended analysis that was 
prepared with the Opposition to the Agency's Motion In Limine on October 1,2008. The 
Agency notified Counsel for Class that they had not filed a motion to properly present the 
amended expert analysis to the Commission and guarantee its use at the hearing. Despite this 
notice, Class Agents still did not seek leave from the Commission to file the expert reports unt il 
several weeks after these prehearing conferences. 

Neither the regulations governing the conduct ofEEO hearings or Management Directive 
("MO") 110 directly speak to the manner in wh ich untimely expert reports or untimely 
supplemental expen disclosures should be treated. Although the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure do not govern these proceedings, the Commission regularly looks to the Federal Rules 
for guidance in ruling on matters related to discovery. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 26 
governs pretrial disclosures. 

Initially, Class Agents disclosed their expert reports in accordance with the original 
scheduling order in thi s matte r. After discovelY had closed, they made changes to the rep0l1s. 
Class Agents then had a duty 10 disclose those changes pursuam to Rule 26(e) (2) which governs 
supplemental expert reports. See Fed.R.Civ.? 26(e)(2). The rule states that any changes or 
addit ions to expert reports are due at the time pretrial disclosures are made, unless otherwise 
ordered by the Coun. See Tllcker v. OIIlSII 71re & Rllbber Co. Ltd., 49 F. Supp. 2d 456 (D. Md. 
1999) (where the Coun stated that supplemental expen disclosures required by Rule 26(e)(2) 
were due no later than 30 days before trial unless otherwise ordered by rhe Court). Accordingly, 
in the instant case, the last date for submitt ing any supplememary reports or expert discovery 
pursuant to the scheduling order was February 8, 2008. Class Agents did not move to amend the 
deadline for the disclosure of their reports umil January 23, 2009. 

Class Agents filed their Motion To Amend 12 days before trial , 15 days after the last time 
that they were reminded of the need to fi Ie the Motion at the January 2009 prehearing conference 
and nearly five momhs after they created the reports. Therefore, the filing was beyond the 
discovery deadline and untimely even as a pretrial disclosure. No justi fi cat ion exists for these 
dilatory tactics. 
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Contents of the Reports 

Early in their Motion to Amend, Class Agents argued that the expert analysis had to be 
rerun anew because the Agency failed to provide them with important computer codes prior to 
filing the Motion In Limine and in violation of their discovery requests. Then later in the same 
motion, Class Agents mysteriously argued that the amended reports were not new because Dr. 
Klemm used the same computations from the original reports with minor adjustments. These 
arguments are both inconsistent and non sensical. 

Dr. Klemm admitted in her declaration that she conducted a "new analysis" and used new 
data. Agency's Opposition To Class Agents' Motion to Amend Expert Reports, Dr. Klemm 
Declaration p. 16, Section VI, Ex. 3. It was undisputed that Dr. Klemm used a different data file 
to conduct the analysis for the updated reports than she used in the original analysis. Id. 
Accordingly, Class Agents' latest expen repons were more than mere "minor adjustments" to the 
original reports. They were instead, as Dr. Klemm admitted, a "new analysis." Therefore, Class 
Agents had a duty to file these new reports with the Commission. 

Courts, at their discretion, refuse to admit supplemental expert reports that drastically 
differ in scope, statistical data, and analysis from the original reports. See Beller v. u.s.. 221 
F.R.D. 689, 695 (D. N.M. 2003). Here, as in Beller, there was no support for pennitting the class 
to submit reports that conlained "new analysis" Ihal was nOI fully and properly disclosed to the 
Agency or identified as a trial exhibit. 

Prejudicial Effect 

Courts have long shunned tactical maneuvers, such as unnecessarily delayed disclosures 
because they prejudice the other party and delay adjudication. In Beller, the U.S. District Court 
of New Mexico avowed that supplemental expert reports filed well beyond the close of discovery 
and just before the trial do not afford the opposing party the opportunity to fairly prepare to 
depose the witness. ld. at 694. Filing amended expert reports so close to the date of trial 
prevents the other party from reviewing the submission and thoroughly preparing for trial, in 
light of the new information. 

Once again, Class Agents argued that the Agency would not be surpri sed or prejudiced by 
the amended rep0l1s because the Agency was responsible for the delay. As set forth previously 
in the Agency's Opposition to the Motion to Amend Expert Reports, Class Agents admitted to 
having all of the necessary data needed for their analysis in the letter of June 18,2007. Thus, the 
Agency was not responsible for any delay. Additionally, Class Agents fail to acknowledge that 
the Agency was not placed on notice that Class Agents sought to use the new reports at trial until 
12 days before the hearing. The Agency had very little time to adequately prepare for the hearing 
in light of the updated expert reports. Accordingly, the reports are property excluded. See 
Southern States Rack and Fixture. Inc. v. S"envil/ -Williams Co., 318 FJd 592,597 (4 th Cir. 
2003) (where the Court excluded expert reports that had long been prepared, but were not 
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submitted until the first day trial began because the non-moving party would be unfairly 
prejudiced without adequate preparation for trial). 

As a final mauer, Class Agents averred that they would be prejudiced if the expert reports 
were excluded because they would not have the evidence needed for issues in which they bore 
the burden of persuasion. However, that was a problem of the Class Agents' own making and 
one that could have been easily avoided. Class Agents bore the sole responsibility of coming 
forth with reports that they created and wanted to use to support their case. The same reports 
filed on January 23, 2009 were available in October 2008. Class Agents should have diligently 
taken steps to ensure that the repons were filed with the Commission the moment they were 
amended. Their failure to do so was a ta.ctical decision that served as an affront to the 
administrative process. Further, they offered no explanations that would justify excusable 
neglect on their pan. Therefore, the infommtion that they sought to include in the case was not 
admitted. 

Based on the foregoing, the Class Agents' Motion to Amend its Expert Reports was 
denied because it was untimely, unduly prejudicial and contained new information that was not 
contained in the initial expert reports. 

B. Amended MOlion And Memorandum Requesting Order Directing The Agency To 
Show Cause Why The Undisputed Facts Should Not Be Admitted 

On February 25, 2009, the Class made a motion entitled Amended Motion And 
Memorandum Requesting Order Directing the Agency To Show Cause Why The Undisputed 
Facts Should Not Be Admitted. Attached to the motion was a Statement Of Undisputed Facts 
And Matters, some of which had been disputed by the Agency at the hearing. The Agency filed 
its opposition to the Amended Motion on March 2, 2009 stating that the Class motion was little 
more than an effon to force the Agency to admit to the Class's legal arguments and foreclose its 
defense of the case. After reviewing the motion and response, the Class's motion is DENIED. 
Much of the infomlation that the class seeks 10 be admitted has been disputed in tne record 
through hearing testimony and evidence. Flinner, the Class did not provide any legal authority 
for its Illotion, provided at the end of the hearing and long after discovery had concluded. 
Accordingly, the Agency will not be ordered to show cause why the Undisputed Facts and Other 
Matters Should Not Be Admitted. 

C. Agency's Motion To Admit Position Description Into Evidence 

On March 11 ,2009, the Agency filed Agency's Motion To Admit Position Description 
Into Evidence. The Class opposed the Motion on March 23, 2009. After reviewing the 
submissions of the parties, the Agency's Motion is DENIED. While the document is an official 
record from the Agency and provided to the Class through discovery, the failure of the Agency 
to include the documen! in any of its exhibit lists or employ the document during the hearing is 
problematic. Accordingly, the position descript ion for 4D 130 will not be admitted. 
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D. Stipulation And Protective Order 

On March 13,2009, the part ies submitted a Stipulation And Protective Order Regarding 
Records Produced In The Course of Discovery. The Stipulation, as signed by the parties, is 
admitted into the record. 

III. ISSUE 

Did the Agency discriminate against a class of African-American females who were 
employed in nonsupervisory positions at the Agency's headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland, 
including employees working in the Security West and Metro West facilit ies, but excluding those 
in the Office of General Counsel and the Office of the Inspector General, in general schedule 
grades seven through thirteen (GS-7 through GS-13) who have not been promoted during the 
period of time beginning on December 9, 2000, and continuing to the date a final determination 
is rendered on the class complaint claim? 

IV. FINDINGS OF FACT 

Tavlor 

I. Paulette Taylor (Black, female), Class Agent, began her employment with the Agency in 
January 1980 as a clerk/typist. She applied for several positions and received several 
promotions in the area of project management, space management, building management 
and management analyst. H.T.(IJ ) at 96-98. In 1992, she was a GS- 12 Management 
Analyst in the Office of Building Management under the Agency's Office of Facilities 
Management (OFM). She served in that position for 16 years. ld. at 103. She was 
temporarily promoted to a GS-13 position in 2002. 

2. Taylor was supervised by a series of managers while serving as a GS-12. They included 
Susan Williams (race unknown, fe male), George Moore (race unknown, male), Alan 
Pierce (race unknown, male), Frank Biro (White, male), Dick Roth (White, male) and 
Jeremiah Scofield (race unknown, male). Id. at 104. 

3. Taylor averred that during the I 990s, she had worked on the Agency's renovation of all 
of the bui ldings at the headquarters ' administration. This included renovation of the East 
Building, Annex building, Operations building, Altemeyer building, West Building and 
the Child Care Center. She served as space planner on the Prospectlls Development 
Study (POS) designed to secure money and congressional approval for the projects. 
Taylor testified that she used the AutoCAD system to do the space layout design for the 
buildings, met with supervisors, Associate Commissioners, executive officers and the 
Commissioner's staff 10 obtain their approva l for the floor plans and helped work Ollt 
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which componeills of the Agency would best fit into the different buildings. Id. at 107. 

4. Taylor served as the only space planner on the PDS project for a time and then the 
Agency assigned twO other space planners to the project. Taylor testified that she 
remained the lead space planner a.nd worked on the master housing project (long range 
planning of headquarters space). /d. at 109. At no point did Taylor hold the job title of 
lead space planner or receive a promotion that indicated that she held the position of 
responsibility as lead space planner. Id. at 108. In addition , Taylor did not hold the title 
of build ing manager for the East Building project or any other project until 2005. 
H.T. (III) at 32. 

5. In March 200 I, Taylor applied for a GS-13 Building Manager posi tion under vacancy 
announcement number (VAN) W-1 115. Taylor appeared on the best qualified list. She 
was interviewed for the position by a panel composed of John Shyrock (White, male), 
Roth and Joann Miller (White. female) . H.T.(Il). at 126. The select ing official for the 
position was Andrea Childs (Bla<:k, female), Associate Commissioner for the Office of 
Facilit ies Management. Joint Stipulation of Undisputed Facts at 20. 

6. The GS-13 Build ing Manager hired under V AN W-lli S would be responsible for the 
Operations Building and other buildings. H.T.(1ll ) at 23 -24. Taylor testified that at the 
time that she applied for the posirion in 2001, she had served as a building manager and a 
space planner for the East Building renovations under the PDS project. ld. at 24. The 
East Building renovations occurred between 1993 and 1998. ld. 

7. The East Building was vacant somet ime prior to 1995. Taylor stated that she assumed 
the ro le of building manager duri ng that time. Id. at 29. 

8. Taylor admitted that Emory Wimmer (race and gender unknown) became the building 
manager for the East Building in 1998 and that Maureen Ku bovic (race unknown, 
female) became the space planner for the East Building in that same year. ld. at 25. 
Taylor testi fied that despite Wimmer and Kubovic ' s official posi tions. she st ill had 
oversight as space and building rnanager for the Agency's East Build ing in 1998. Jd. at 
24-25. Taylor'S testimony was not credi ble. 

9. Taylor also testified that in 1998, she was the lead on the PDS project and the individua l 
responsible for handling the annex project. Id. at 25. 

10. It is undisputed that Taylor was not granted a job with an official riri e of building 
manager umil2005 when Biro ass igned her to serve as the bui lding manager of the Child 
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Care Center. Id. at 29. Tay lor insisted in her testimony that her duties as a space planner 
somehow required her to do building managemenr work. Id. at 30-32. Taylor was not 
credible. 

II. Taylor was not selec ted to fill the" vacancy under VAN W-IIIS. Instead, Childs chose 
John Larwood (White, male) for lhe position. H.T.(JI) at 124. Larwood served as the 
building manager of the Agency's Operations Building for five years prior to his 
selection fo r the vacancy. H.T.(III ) at 34. 

12. Taylor testi fied that immediately after the selection was made, she approached Shyrock 
and he told her that Larwood was se lected because "he had good public relations skills." 
H.T.(lI ) at 130. She fun her stated that Shyrock informed her that "she was not what 
management wanted, and then looked down at his hand." H.T.(l II) at 35. Taylor 
concluded that his remark and eye movement towards his hand referenced her race and 
gender. 

13. Taylor also asserted that Childs told her sometime after the select ion that " Black females 
had to work harder, 10 times harder than White males and White females." H.T.(II) at 
132-133. Taylor stated that the Agency somehow assigned Childs to be her mentor 
against her will at the time that Childs made that statement. H.T.(lII) at 39·41. Taylor 
was not credible regarding this st.a tement or her claim that Childs became her mentor 
against her will. 

14. Taylor filed an EEO complaint alleging that based on her race and sex, she was not 
se lected for the GS-13 Building Manager position for which she applied in March 200 I 
under vacancy announcement number W-lll S. 

15. Sometime in early November 2001, Taylor applied for a GS-13 Management Analyst 
position under vacancy announcement number W -1139. Taylor appeared on the best 
qualified list. She was interviewed for the position. The selecting official was Gary 
Al110ld (White, male) , Deputy Associate Commissioner for the Office of Facilities 
Management. Bobbie Dixon (White, female) was se lected to fill the vacancy. H.T.(Il) at 
140. 

16. Taylor testified that Roth informed her after the selection that Dixon was who Agency 
managers wanted for the position. Id. at 139. She also stated that she met with Shyrock 
after the selection process for VAN W-1139 and he again "indicated that I was not want 
[sic] management wanted, he looked down at hi s hand and then at me." H.T.(lII) at 38. 
She stated that she took his words and actions to mean, as they did for her under VAN 
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W·ll 15, that she was not chosen because of her race and gender. Taylor's testimony that 
Shyrock again made the same comment and gesture referring to her race and gender was 
less than credible. 

17. The Agency issued VAN W·1139 in order to find an individual to complete 
administrative functions of the Office of Building Management. Id. at 45. Prior to 
applying for the vacancy, Dixon was working in an administrative position for the 
Division of Outlying Management. Id. at 46. She had an expenise in dealing with 
budget matters and personnel work. /d. at 46·47. Taylor admitted that she had not held 
an administrative position within the Agency prior to the announcement of the vacancy or 
dealt with delegated budgets in the past as Dixon had. [d. at 47-48. 

18. Sometime in 2002, Taylor was moved to a place in the office that was 300 feet from her 
peers. H.T.( II ) at 210. This occurred because Roth directed Taylor to relocate her office. 
!d. Taylor remained in thai area of the office for three to four years. She testified that 
during that time, she was not given any work assignments. Id. at 211. 

19. In March 2002, Taylor appl ied for a OS-/3 Lead Management Analyst position under 
VAN W-IIS3. Taylor appeared on the best qualified list and was interviewed for the 
position. The interview panel included Betty HotTman (White, female), Jan Hepp (race 
and gender unknown) and Ben Adams (Black, male). The selecting official was Childs. 
Elizabeth Fox (White, fema le) was chosen to fill the vacancy. !d. at 142. 

20. Taylor averred that the Agency also promoted another candidate under VAN W-1153. 
The Agency promoted Gregory Williams (White, male). Taylor noted that Will iams's 
background was in finance and that he did not possess any of the space or bui lding 
management experience listed in the weights and factors portion of the vacancy 
announcement. Id. at 149·150. 

21. The position under VAN W-1153 was designed to handle space issues in rhe field offices. 
H.T.(lII) al 50. Prior to receiving the position, Fox had worked solely in the field offices 
and completed space planning duties for those offices. Id. at 52. The position that 
Williams filled under VAN W-IIS3 requi red Williams to take charge of the Agency's 
rent budget program. Id. at 54. Taylor had no experi ence or understanding of the rent 
budget process. !d. at 55. Taylor's problem with this selection process was that the 
vacancy announcement did not specify that the Agency was seeking someone with rent 
budget experience and the selectees did not possess the space management experience 
that she had. !d. 
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22. In 2002, Taylor filed a grievance charging that she was work ing at the level of GS·13 like 
her coworkers and should have received a promotion. She also averred that the Agency 
had violated the collective bargaining agreement when she was removed from the Annex 
PDS project, created a hostile work environment based on her race and gender through 
her placement in Agency offices and the work that she was assigned and assigned her 
higher graded work without proper compensation. loint Stipulation of Undisputed Facts 
at 2. 

23. The Arbitrator did not conclude that Taylor'S removal from the Annex project or physical 
placement within Agency offices was discriminatory. !d. The Arbitrator did grant 
Taylor a temporal)' retroactive promotion in 2002 back to 1999 for the period of time that 
he found her to have performed higher graded work and priority consideration (Q a 
Building Manager position in the NCC Building or in a substantially equivalent position. 
!d. Thus, Taylor received a temporary retroactive promotion to a GS·13 posit ion from 
January 3, 1999 through March 9, 2002. 

24. On July 12,2002, Taylor applied for the position ofGS-14 Execut ive Officer under VAN 
W· l160. Taylor was deemed qualified for the vacancy, but was not selected. Biro was 
selected to fill the vacancy. H.T.(II) at 152. As support for her belief that race and 
gender discrimination played a role in her nonselection, Taylor opined that in her tenure 
with the Agency, she had never seen a Black female "in the front office" holding the 
position of Executive Officer. fd. at 158. 

25 . Taylor worked in one of the organizations under the Office of Faci lit ies Management. 
Four of the associate commissioner· level offices under the larger Office of Facilities 
Management were the Office of Realty Management, Office of Environmental Health 
and Safety Occupation, Office of Protective Security Services and the Office of Bui ld ing 
Management. Taylor worked in the Office of Building Management. H.T.(IlI) at 18. 

26. Taylor admitted that May Buchanan (Black, female), held a position higher than a GS·12 
in the front office of the Office of Protective Security Services. Id. at 23. She stated that 
Childs, Barbara Sledge and Debra Royster, all Black females, held posi tions above the 
GS· 12 in the front office of the Office of Facili ties Management . Id. at 22. Thus, 
Taylor's testimony regarding the dearth of females in the front office of these divisions as 
Executive Officers or otherwise was unsubstantiated. 

27. Gary Al110ld (White, male), Deputy Associate Commissioner for the Office of Facilities 
Management, was the recommending official for vacancy announcement W·1160. 
H.T.CXI) al 163. He testified that Taylor had better space planning experience than Biro, 
but that Biro had more administrative experience than Taylor. fd. at 164- 165. He stated 
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that the office needed someone "who could handle the executive operations of the 
organization, which primarily focus on budget and personnel." /d, at 165 . It was not 
necessary for the incumbent to [possess experience at the level] that a space planner or a 
building manager would need. Id. 

28, Taylor admitted that at the time that Biro was se lected for the position, she had never 
worked in an administrative capacity in the Agency or handled the budget and personnel 
issues that an Executive Officer might. Id, at 58·59. Yet, she testified that she was 
equally qualified as Biro to fill the vacancy, /d, at 60. 

29, In 2002, Taylor filed an individual EEO complaint alleging discrimination on the bases of 
sex and race when she was not selected for promotion under the following vacancies: W· 
1153 , GS-13 Lead Management Analyst; W-1139, GS-13 Management Analyst; W-1160, 
GS-14 Executive Officer; and W-II 55, GS-15 Building Manager. ' See loint Exhibit 34b, 
Case No. SSA-02-0481. 

30, In October 2003, Taylor applied for the position of Management Analyst GS·13 under 
VAN W-1183. Taylor made the best qualified li st for VAN W-1183 and was 
interviewed. The selecting official was Steven Aprile (White, male), Deputy Associate 
Commissioner of the Office of Facilities Management, who served for Donna Siegel 
(White female), Associate Commissioner of the Office of Facilities Management. Joint 
Stipulation Of Undisputed Facts at 21. She was not selected to fill the vacancy, Dawn 
Fischer (White, female) was the se lectee. Id, 

31. For the weights and factors ponion of the application process, Taylor received 110 
points, Fischer received 70 points and Jean Flags (race unknown, female) received 70 
points. H.T.(Jf) at 159, Taylor emphasized that Fischer's expertise was in the area of 
budget work and not in renovation or building management work. /d, al 160, Taylor 
stated that when she met with Siegel to discuss the reason why Taylor was not selected, 
Siegel informed her that they were seeking someone with budget experience, Id. at 164. 
Fischer's background was in the budget area. She had served as a budget analyst for a 
number of years with the Agency, Id, at 62. Taylor emphasized thai the weights and 
factors in the vacancy announcement did not specify that candidates had to have budget 
experience, Id. 

5 Class Agents filed complainants over their failure to obtain several promotions. For example. Taylor filed 
compl(lints over her failure to receive promotions under VAN W-1184 and VAN W-IISS. At the hearing, Taylor 
did not address these vacancies, produce (IllY evidence in support of her (lrgument for discrimination in these 
selection procedures or even refer to Ihese vacancies in her teslimony. As a result. these vacancies, (lnd others Ihal 
were not addressed allhe hearing by Taylor or Harley. (Ire deemed dismissed from the case. 
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32. The position advertised under VAN W·11 83 had been occupied by Biro prior to his 
selection to the Executive Officer position under vacancy announcement W·1160. Biro 
handled budgets while in the position. Taylor admitted at the hearing that she had little 
experience with handling the Agency's budget issues. /d. at 62. 

33. In the course of the selection process for this posi tion , Siegel rai sed concems over 
whether Taylor had overstated her experience in her employment application. For 
example, Taylor stated in her application that she holds "weekly, up·to-date meetings 
with the OFM deputy and associate commissioner and office director." Id. at 68. When 
questioned closely about this statement al the hearing, she admitted that she was not 
currently responsible for such duties. She instead stated that she meant to describe duties 
that she had done in the past. Id. a l 69. The same error occurred in her application when 
she wrote that she "meet[s] routinely with OFM associate and deputy associate 
commissioners." [d. at 69-70. Donna Siegel, at the time of the submiss ion of the 
application, was the OFM Associate Commissioner and did not meet with Taylor 
routinely at all. [d. Again, Taylor testified that this part of her application somehow 
referred to duties that she had done in the past. Id. However, she failed to include dates 
referring to when she had completed such duties and instead, wrote the application to 
make it appear that she was either currently completing such actions or had done so 
recently. !d. at 71 -73. 

34. As a result of the statements in Taylor's application, Siegel drafted notes that called into 
question Tay lor's credentia ls and work experience. H.T. (II) at 190. The document, 
directed to the Agency's labor relations office, questioned whether Taylor should be 
interviewed for vacancy announcement W-1183. [d. at 191. Siegel later decided to 
permit Taylor to inrerview for the position. 

35. Taylor testified at the hearing that the duties that she li sted in her application were duties 
that she completed in the past because in 2003, at the time that she submitted the 
application, the Agency was not assigning her any work. [d. at 8 1. Taylor's testimony 
was not credible. By 2002, she had filed a grievance over her work ass ignments and an 
Arbitrator concluded that same year that the Agency did not vio late the collective 
bargaining agreement in the work assignments that Taylor was given. 

36. In 2003, Taylor filed an EEO complaint alleging that she was discriminated aga inst based 
on her race and sex, when she was nOI selected for GS-13 Management Analyst positions 
unde r VANs W-1 168 and W-1183, a GS-13 Building Manager position under VAN W-
1184, and a as-13 Supervisory Analyst position under VAN B-2946. See J. Ex. 34c, 
Case No. SSA-03 -0298. 
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37. In 2004, Taylor applied for the position of Space Coordinator GS-14 advert ised under 
vacancy announcement W-1189. She made tbe best qualified list, was interviewed for 
the posit ion, but was not selected. The selecting official was Siegel. Joint Stipulation of 
Undisputed Facts at 21 . James Bent ley (White male) was selected to fill the vacancy. Id. 
Taylor stated that she had completed all of the tasks in the weights and factors listed in 
the vacancy announcement at hea.dquarters whereas Bently had some of the same 
experience in Ihe field offices. H .T.(II ) al 168. She lestified Ihal Siegel lold herlhalShe 
did not get selected for the vacancy because she did not have "any qualifications for this 
position." Jd. 

38. On September 4, 2004, Siegel wrote a memorandum to Dale Sapper in support of her 
decision to select Bentley for the vacancy. See J. Ex. 29g. In the memorandum, she 
pointed to Bentley's in-depth knowledge of space allocation standards for both 
Operations and OHA, his skill in negotiations and experience with budget work. Id. 
Further, Siegel stated that he developed an electronic system to track the Region 3 
furniture budget when Operations began managing it, at the time he was selected for the 
posi tion , he was developing a spreadsheet for the Regional Commissioner, he is well
versed in the leasing process and had excellent ideas about ways to ~et more control of 
the space si tuation centrally and to ensure better cooperation. Jd. She pointed out that of 
the seven candidates interviewed for the job, Bentley knows all aspects of the work and 
would be able to "hit the ground running." Id. 

39. In AuguSl 2004, Taylor applied for selection 10 Ihe leadership developmenl program 
Ihrough Ihe Office of Training. Joinl Slipulalion Of Undispuled Fac" al 21. The 
program was designed to give employees opportunities to work in different offices in 
order to gain greater skills. Over one thousand employees from all over the country 
app ly for Ihe program and Ihe Agency only selee" 60 individuals. H.T.(III) al 132. 
Taylor testified that while employees in the program may receive temporary promotions 
in their assignments , they do not always receive pemlanent promotions from the program. 
Id. at 131-132. Taylor was deemed qualified, but was not selected for the program. 

40. The se lecting official was Reginald Wells (B lack, male), Deputy Commissioner of 
Human Resources. Taylor test ified that Siegel would have been the recommending 
official in her division. H.T.(Il) at 205. However, Taylor admiued Ihal separale beSl 
qualified lists from different components of the Agency would be provided to Wells for 
his review and ultimate decision. H.T.(III ) at 135-136. In the Headqua l1ers Office of 
Finance, Assessment and Management, Lorraine DeCruise (Black, female) and John 
Resinger (White , male) were selected by Wells. Joint Sti pulation Of Undisputed Facts at 
21. Taylor proffered no evidence to show that she had been discriminated against by 
Wells or any other manager in this selection process. 
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41. Sometime in 2005, Biro had formally assigned Taylor to be the building manager of the 
Child Care Ceiller. H.T.(III ) at 91. At her request, Biro later offered her an 
administrative job completing administrat ive ass ignments in the front office of the Office 
of Building Management. Id. at 92. Taylor later tumed down the job offer. 

42. In 2005, Taylor also filed an EEO complaint alleging that based on her race and sex, she 
was not selected for a GS·14 Spa.ce Management Advisor position under V AN W-1189 
and for two GS·13 Building Manager positions under VANs W·1198 and W·1199. See 1. 
Ex. 34f, Case No. SSA·05·0087. 

43. In December 2005, Taylor applied forthe position of GS·13 Building Manager under 
VAN W·1235. The Agency chose Mary Blevins (White, female) and Richard 
Huttenberger (White, male). H.T.(II) at 169. Both Blevins and Huttenberger received 
120·day details into the position prior to the posting of the vacancy announcement. /d. at 
171. Taylor testified that she asked for the same detail , but was never placed in the 
position. /d. 

44. Larwood and Biro were the recommending officials and Siegel was the selecting official. 
[d. at 174·175. Larwood believed that Blevins and Huttenberger were more highly 
qualified fo r the position than Ta.ylor. /d. at 175. In addition, Larwood concluded that 
Taylor overstated her experience and skills in her application. /d. 

45. Prior to his selection, Huttenberger was already a building manager and had worked as a 
building manager for several years. H.T.(III) al 101. Blevins worked in leasing and 
designed and completed build-outs for leased space. Id. at 98. She worked on large scale 
projects just as Taylor had. [d. at 98, 100. 

46. Biro testified that the position was initially posted for one candidate and that he 
recommended to Siegel that the position be split into two. One candidate would work on 
the space planning and building management and the second person would work as a 
super foremen. /d. at 173. None of the candidates who applied for the position were 
interviewed. 

47. Taylor admitted that in her application for VAN W-1235, she took paragraphs from 
Larwood's application and placed those paragraphs word· for-word in her application. 
H.T.(III) at 106. She had access to Larwood's employment application because of the 
EEO complaints that she had filed in the past. /d. at 107. She testified that there was 
nothing wrong with her actions, daimed that he completed the same tasks as she did and 
stated Ihat she was justified in copying pOl1ions of his applications because he articulated 
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his duties beller than she did. /d. at 107-110. 

48. There were some other problems with Taylor's application. In her application, she wrote 
that she was the lead space planner and master housing coordinator. fd. at Ill . At the 
hearing, Taylor admitted that Sue Williams officially held the position of master housing 
coordinator. Id. Despite this admission, Taylor repeatedly testified that Williams and she 
were interchangeable in the job. Id. She eventually acknowledged that she did not 
officially hold the position of master housing coordinator. 

49. On or about January 2006, Taylclf applied for the position ofGS·14 Building Manager 
under vacancy announcement number W-1236. H.T.(rr) at 177. Taylor made the best 
qualified list. She was interviewed, but not selec ted for the position. Rose Ann Sabaka 
(White female) was selected to flll the vacancy, ld, at 178, Taylor testified that 120-
days before the vacancy announcement was issued, Sabaka received a temporary 
promotion into the 05-14 Building Manager position. ld. at 180. Biro was responsib le 
for promoting Sabaka. Taylor averred that she was not given the opportunity to be 
detailed into the position, ld. 

50, Biro was the recommending official for the vacancy and Siegel was the selecting official. 
Biro wrote a memorandum to Siegel in which he set forth the justification for his 
recommendation. Specifically, he stated thai he recommended Sabaka because Sabaka 
had served as a building manager, a building management supervisor and facility 
manager for over 10 years, See J. Ex. Jig. She answered all of the technical questions 
regarding facility management and budget at the interview, /d. He wrote that she 
possessed a working knowledge of mechanical systems, demonstrated a strong approach 
to personnel management, briefed agency executives on a gamut of facility issues and 
possessed excellent verbal and wriling skills. /d, 

51. Taylor averred thaI she was not selected for Ihe position because Agency managers 
believed Ihal she had exaggerated her qualifications. H.T,( II) at 182. She also admitted 
that during the interview for the position, she had asked Ihe interviewers to come back to 
certain questions because she did not know the answers to the questions and "needed a 
moment longer." H.T.(III) at 117. She was not able to identify the types of budgets .ha. 
the incumbent of the position would handle. ld. 

52. Biro wrote in the same memorandum to Siegel that he did nOI recommend Taylor to fill 
VAN W-12J6 because her interview answers were incomplete and sometimes inaccurate 
and her only experience at the G S- 13 level was in space planning from 1999 through 
2002. 1. Ex. Jig. He stated thai it was questionable whether she could perform well in 
the position. Id. 
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53 . In 2006, Taylor filed an EEO complaint alleging that she was discriminated against based 
on her race and sex when she was not selected for the GS·1 3 Building Manager position 
under VAN W-1235. See J. Ex. 34g, Case No. SSA-06-2266. 

54. In 2006, Tay lor also filed an EEO complaint alleging that based on her race and sex, she 
was not selected for a GS·14 Building Manager position under VAN W·1236 and for a 
GS-14 Senior Project Manager position under VA W- 1248. See 1. Ex. 34h, Case No. 
SSA-06-236. 

55. On or about September 2006, Taylor applied for the position ofGS-13 Building Manager 
under VAN W-1256. H.T.(II) at 192. Taylor made the best qualified list. She was 
interviewed, but not selected for the position. Larwood interviewed the candidates for 
the position. /d. at 198. He consulted with Biro on the recommendation decision. 

56. Larwood recommended Kathy Crum (White, female) for the position because she was 
heavily involved in the renovations to the Agency's Annex Building, construction of the 
Child Care Center and the renovation of the Operations Building. J . Ex. 32g at 10-11. 
He stated that Cmlll had a good deal of experience with space planning and worked well 
with building managers, interviewed well, is proficient in the use of AutoCAD and has 
served as technical advisor to upper-level managers on the full range of issues specific to 
large-scale projects. Id. at II. 

57. Larwood wrote in his memorandum that Taylor had overstated in her employment 
application her activities as a Project Officer and her role in assisting in the planning and 
development of cri teria for custodial contracts in the East, Annex and Operations 
Buildings. !d. at 19. He noted that while Taylor identified projects in which she 
produced drawings, she admitted at the interview a need for a refresher class to become 
proficient in AutoCAD. !d. LalWood also stated that Taylor could not answer or 
partially answered interview questions regarding building maintenance and operation , the 
relationship of building walk-arounds to future budgets and on contracting regulations. 
!d. He emphasized that the manner in which she interviewed indicated that her level of 
knowledge, skills and abilities outlined in her employment application was overstated and 
that she exaggerated her experience in the majority of knowledge, ski ll s and abilities 
associated with the employment position. !d. at 20. 

58. Biro was officially the recommending officia l for VAN W-1256. However, because 
Larwood interviewed the candidates, Larwood forwarded his recommendation 
memorandulll to Siegel, after consulting with Biro on the interviews and the candidates. 
Siegel selected Crum to fill the vacancy. Joint Stipulation of Undisputed Facts at 22. 
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59. It is undisputed that both Crum and Taylor had experience as space planners. Biro 
testified that Taylor had 9 more years of experience as a space planner than Crum, but 
slated that Taylor did not have more years of experience as a build ing manager than 
Crum. H.T.(JJI) at 206. He averred that both Taylor and Crum had worked on large
scale projects and stated that Crum worked on more large·scale projects than Taylor. Id. 
at 207. Taylor proffered no evidence to dispute this point. 

60. Lanvood admitted that managers at limes discussed which employees might be the best 
candidate to fill positions that may become vacant in the future. H.T.(VII) at 40. He also 
stated that when he created memoranda to justify the individual that he believed should 
receive a promotion 10 present to his recommending or selecting official, he did not 
ident ify which management officials had input in his assessment. Id. at 52. In the 
memoranda, he included infonnation garnered at the interview and infonnation that he 
obtained outside of the interview. Id. at 54, 62. 

61. During his review of applications for the vacancies, Lanvood learned that Taylor had 
plagiarized entire paragraphs from his own employment application. ld. at 41. He stated 
that he was disturbed by Taylor's actions, but that Biro did not believe that there was 
anything wrong with Taylor's actions. Id. at 42. 

62. Crum averred that she had served in a 120-day detail as a building manager before VAN 
W-1256 was posted. H.T.eXl) a1129. Crum's background was in space management. 

63. Building managers are in charge of the conditions of the building, below the ceil ing and 
above the ceiling, the exterior and mechanical systems of the building. H.T.(XI) at 118-
119. Space managers work on mastcr housing issues, renovations for customers based on 
their requests and complete the papenvork to support the requests by the customer. /d. at 
119. 

64. In 2007, Taylor filed an EEO complaint alleging that based Oil her race and sex, she was 
not se lected for the GS-13 Building Manager position under VAN W- 1256. See J. Ex. 
34i, Case No. HQ-07-0275. 

65. Taylor received a temporary promotion in Apri l of2008 to a GS·14 posi tion for a 120· 
day period. Biro recommended Taylor for the promotion. H.T.(IlI) at 98-99. Within 30 
days of accepting the temporary promotion, the position into which she was detailed was 
advertised. Taylor applied for the vacancy and received a permanent promotion into the 
position ninety days later. !d. at 99. 
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Harlev 

66. Debra Harley (Black, female), Class Agent, began her employment with the Agency in 
1967 as a key punch operator for the Bureau of Data Processing. H.T.(IV) at 6. She 
applied for several positions and received several promotions in the earnings control area 
or claims assembly area. Some of these positions were supervisory. [d. at 10. She was 
promoted to the position of Program Analyst in 1988 and became a GS-12. In 1990, she 
was reassigned into the Computer Specialist position. !d. at 19. Although she applied for 
several promotional positions after the year 2000, she remained a GS- 12 employee. 

67. In 2000, Harley applied for the position of Computer Specialist under VAN T-53 I. Jo 
Armstrong (White, female), Fomler Director of the Division of Data Suppon and 
Enumeration, was the select ing official. The recommending official was Ray Mitzel 
(White, male). 

68. Harley made the best qualified list and was interviewed for the posit ion by Stacia Mobley 
(Black, female) and Mitzel. [d. at 48. Mobley was the Division Director in Harley's 
office and Mitzel was a manager in the office. Harley was not selected. Robin Barbour 
(White, female) was selected to fill the vacancy. Barbour had served as an Infonnation 
Technology (IT) Specialist before the Agency selected her to fill the vacancy. [d. at 29. 

69. Barbour was not the first choice for the position. [d. at 145. Patrice Stewan (Black, 
fema le) was the initial selectee for the position. When Stewart was selected for the 
position, she had a conversation with Harley about the position. Harley admitted that she 
told Stewan that the position belonged to Harley. !d. at 146. Stewart decided not to 
accept the position because of Harley's words. The Agency then offered the pos it ion to 
Barbour. 

70. The record reflects that Barbour eamed the highest score from the panel and that Stewart 
had the second highest score. !d. at 149. Harley earned the founh highest score from the 
panel and stated that she fumb led through the interview. [d. The Agency gave these 
scores as justifications for the selections of Stewart and Barbour over Harley. Further, as 
early as 2000, Armstrong had infomled Harley of work perfonnance problems. She had 
informed Harley that her coworkers believed that she "needed too much help with [her] 
work" and that she was "too difficult to work with." H.T.(IV) at 100. These work 
deficiencies also served as justification for the Agency's decision to forego select ing 
Harley. 

71. On July 9, 2001, Harley filed an individual EEO complaint alleg ing that based on her 
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race and gender she was not selecled for the GS-13, Computer Special ist position, under 
VAN T-53 I. See J. Ex. 35d. 

72. Harley prepared an affidavit in support of her EEO casc. In the affidavit, she admits that 
as early as 2000, Armstrong infon11ed her of cri ticisms by coworkers and managers of her 
work performance. H.T.(lV) at 100. Specifically, Armstrong told Harley that acting 
manager Loretta Letki (race unknown, female) stated that Harley "needed 100 much help 
with [her] work." In addition, coworker Richard O'Dell (White, male) told Armstrong 
that "he refused to work or train ["her] because [she's] too difficult to work with" and 
"needed hand holding." Id. at 100-101. Further, Mike Gallagher (White, male), Harley's 
immediate supervisor, stated that Harley had to "get along better with [her] team 
members" and noted that Harley did not understand the computer projects on which she 
was working. Jd. at 101. 

73. On or about August 31, 2001, Harley applied forthe pos ition of Computer Specialist, 
GS- 13, under VAN Z-349. H.T.(IV) at 32. She made the best qual ified list, but was not 
selected. 

74. The selecting official for vacancy announcement 2-349 was Marsha Rydstrom (White, 
female), Associate Commissioner of the Office of Systems Electronic Services (OSES). 
The recommending official was officially Armstrong. See Joint Stipulation of 
Undisputed Facts at 15. However, at the time that the vacancy was posted, Mobley was 
working as the Branch Chief in the Division of Quality Testing and Validation (DQTV) 
and serving as the Acting Division Director at the time. She was the recommendi ng 
official for positions up to GS-14. 

75. For VAN Z-349, Mobley recommended Carol (Kim) Baker (B lack, female) and Paul 
Marshall (Wh ite, male) because they had both worked in the DQTV and they had an 
extensive knowledge of DQTV procedures and processes. H.T.(XII) at 208. Baker had 
developed some of those procedures. In addition, Marshall helped develop those same 
procedures, possessed excellent teaching skills and was a mentor. /d. at 209. Mobley had 
supervised both individuals and was familiar with their work. Harley had never worked 
in the DQTV area. 

76. Rydstrom selected Baker, Marshall, John Dalliloski (White, male), Darnell Brooks 
(Black, male), Mike DiGrazia CNhite, male), Len Gorel ick (Whi le, male), Valerie Miller 
(White, female), Linda Pardoe (White, fema le), Joann Schemm (Wh ite, female), Paul 
Ladd (White, male) and Sandra Schauner (White, female) to fill the vacancy. H.T.(XII ) 
at 208. See also Joint Stipulation of Undisputed Facts at 15. 
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77. Shortly after the Agency filled VAN 2-349, Harley sem Armstrong an e-mail seeking 
reasons for her nonselection. Annstrong infonned Harley that the level of her work 
performance was the reason. H.T.(XII) at 176. 

78. On August 15,2002, Harley filed a fonnal EEO complaint alleging that based on her 
race, age and reprisal she was not selected for a as-1 3, Computer Specialist position 
under vacancy announcement number 2-349. See J. Ex. 36c. 

79. In early 2003, Harley applied for the position ofGS-13 IT Specialist under VAN J-416. 
Harley made the best qualified list, but was not selected to fill the vacancy. Rydstrom 
was the selecting offic ial for the position. H.T.(X ll ) at 211. Mobley was the 
recommending official within DQTV for the position. 

80. Rydstrom selected 11 individuals to fill the vacancy. Of the 11, three were Black, 
females. They were Deborah Daniels, Tammy Joyner and Rosemary Slade. H.T.(IV) at 
61. Mobley recommended all of the candidates and testified that she recommended 
selection of most of them based on their familiarity with the work of the DQTV. 
H.T.(XII) at 214. In addition, many of the selectees had actually worked in the DQTV. 
She testified that she did not recommend Harley because Harley was not familiar with the 
work of the DQTV. ld. at 215. 

81. The Agency proffered a legitimate nondiscriminatory reason for its decision to forego 
selecting Harley to fill VAN J-416. Specifically, she did not perform well at the 
interview. Moreover, she did not obtain high management endorsement for her work 
performance. See J. Ex. 37c. In addition, Mobley testified that Harley was not familiar 
with the work of the DQTV and that through the people she did recommend for the 
position, she was hoping to continue to build the team for this work in the DQTV. 
H.T.(XII) at 215. Harley did not proffer any evidence to dispute Rydstrom's 
justifications for her 110l1select ion or even Mobley's recommendation. 

82. Harley filed a grievance as a result of her nonselection for the as-13 IT Specialist 
position under V AN J-416. This grievance was denied by the first stage deciding official, 
Frank Sotaski (White, male), Division Director, on September 16,2003 and by 
Rydstrom, the second stage deciding official on November 10, 2003. J. Ex. 37c at 2, 3-6. 

83. On February 24, 2003, Harley filed an EEO complaint alleging that based on her race and 
gender she was not selected for a position under VAN J-41 3, a GS-13. Information 
Technology Specialist. Vacancy announcement number J-413 was posted for 
reassignment/change to lower grade candidates only, and because Harley was a GS-12, 
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she was ineligible for selection to the position. Accordingly, ii was not included as a 
claim in these proceedings. 

84. By letter dated April 8, 2003, Harley amended her EEO complaint filed on February 24, 
2003, to add a claim that she was discriminated against based on her race and gender 
when she was not selected for the OS-13 IT Specialist position under VAN J-416. 

85. In 2003, Harley applied for the position of IT Specialist, OS-13 under VAN J-422. She 
made the best qualified list, but was not seiecled, The recommending officials for VAN 
J-422 were Mobley and Marti Eckert (White, female). Rydstrom was the selecting 
offic ial. 

86. Rydstrom selected Chester Kirkendall (Black, male) and Susan Krause (White, female) to 
fill the vacancy. Joint Stipulation Of Undisputed Facts at 15. Mobley testified that she 
recommended Kirkendall because he possessed the technical knowledge for the work in 
tbe DQTV, had leadership skills :and worked closely with the contractors in the division. 
H.T.(XII) at 2 t 7. Eckert recommended Krause. Sotaski testified that he did not 
recommend anyone from his division to fill this position because he lacked vacancies in 
his division. HT.(V) at 108. Harley did not proffer any evidence to challenge the 
recommendation by Eckert and Mobley or the selection decision by Rydstrom. 

87. In 2004, Harley applied for the position of Lead IT Specialist, OS-13 under vacancy 
announcement J-426. She made the best qualified list, but was not selected to fill the 
vacancy. The selecting official was Rydstrom. Again. Mobley was one of the 
recommending officials. The other recommending officials were Mart i Eckert (White, 
female) and Sotaski. Janet Ciborowski (White, female), Raymond Mackavoy (White, 
male) and Jackie Thaxton (B lack. female) were the selectees. Joint Stipulation Of 
Undisputed Facts at 15. 

88. Sotaski recommended Thaxton for the vacancy. H.T. (JV) at 191. He staced that Thaxton 
worked in the Division and she had demonst rated she was truly a lead GS-12 Senior 
Analyst who worked well with others and was respected throughout the Division. See 1. 
Ex. 39. He averred that she had always been willing to help less experienced 
employees with their assignments, she was a Lead Analyst who took a key role in 
visibi lity initiatives and that there were no complaints about her work performance, 
H.T.(V) at II I. He stated that, in comparison with the Complainant's performance as 
a OS-12, Thaxton was the obvious choice. J. Ex. 39. 

89. Harley testified that Sotaski had , of his four branch chiefs, three Black, females under his 
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superVISion. H.T.(IV) at 192. Harley averred that the only selectee that she knew was 
Baxter and that she had no information regarding the background of the other selectees. 
/d. at 193. She stated that she was not concerned about the other selectees because her 
concem was that "I've been there for a long time, and I've performed my duties, and I'm 
not gett ing promoted." [d. 

90. On January 16, 2004, Harley amended her complaint again by adding a claim that she 
was discriminated against based on her race and gender when she was not selected for the 
GS-13 IT Specialist position under VAN J-422. On June 11 ,2004, Harley amended her 
complaint again by adding a claim that based on her race and gender she was not selected 
for a OS-13 , Lead IT Specialist position, under VAN J-426. See 1. Ex. 3ge. 

91. On or about November 8, 2004, Harley applied for the position of Lead IT Specialist 
(Systems Analysis), GS- 13 under VA 1 J-436. The selecting official was Steve Kautsch 
(White, male), Associate Commissioner for the Office of Systems Electronic Services. 
The recommending officials were Sotaski and Mobley. She was deemed qualified, but 
was not selected to fill the vacancy. Tracie Matthews (Black, female), Charles Levi 
(Black, male), Shannon Thome (Black, female), Heidi Baker (White, female) and 
Beverly Gaskins (Black, female) were selected for the position. 

92. Harley stated that Gallagher, her first line supervisor at the time, did not recommend her 
for the position. Gallager did not recommend her because they were looking for someone 
who is an independent worker and communicates well with others. J. Ex. 40c. Kautsch 
selected only those employees recommended for selection by their division directors and 
Harley did not receive a recommendation frolll Sotaski. ld. Sotaski stated that the 
selectees possess the necessary knowledge, experience and have successfully 
demonstrated these skills as well as their ability to work weU with others to get the job 
done. ld. He averred that he did not recommend Harley because she does not work well 
with others and does not have the knowledge or experience needed for the position as 
compared to the selectees. ld. He also stated that the flaws in Harley's job performance 
had been discussed with Harley routinely al job assessments over the years even before 
the posting of the vacancy and was part of the reason why she was not selected to till the 
vacancy. ld. 

93. On December 17,2004, and as amended on March 2, 2005, Harley filed a formal EEO 
complaint alleging that based on her race and gender she was not selected for VAN J-
436, GS-13, Lead IT Specialist. Sce J. Ex. 40c. 

94. On or about February 3, 2006, Harley applied for the position of Lead IT Specialist 
(Systems Analysis), OS-13 under VAN J-440. The selec ting official was Kautsch. The 
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recommending officials were Sotaski and Mobley. She was deemed qualified, but was 
not selected to fill the vacancy. Carlton Harris (Black, male) and Robin Howell (White, 
female) were selected for the position. 

95. Mobley testified that she recommended Howell because she possessed strong leadership 
skills, helped develop processes in the DQTV and worked in the DQTV at the time of the 
select ion process. H.T.(XII ) at 226. She stated that she did not recommend Harley 
because Howell was more experienced and knowledgeable than Harley for the vacancy. 
Id. She stated that she had worked with Howell and did not work with Harley. Id. at 
229. 

96. Sotaski stated that he recommended Harris because he had taken lead roles in the 
organization, was instrumemal in coordinating the effort to gain usability and 
accessibility of applications, especially the Internet Disability Reports, played a key role 
in the development of many internet applications and was a role model in these major 
effons. J. Ex. 41c. He further slated that while Harley was a good analyst, she had nOI 
demonstrated the leadership capabil ities that he looks for when selecting a Lead IT 
Specialist. He added that he had spoken with Harley about the leadership deficiencies 
when he had served as her immediate supervisor and noted that her Branch Chief had 
also spoken to her about these same considerations. Id. at Ex. 7. 

97. On July 18,2006, Harley filed a fonnal EEO complaint alleging that based on her race 
and gender she was not selected for the GS-13, Lead IT Specialist (Systems Analysis) 
position, under VAN J-440. See J Ex. 41c. 

98. Harley investigated why she was not receiving promotions. She testified that as early as 
200 I or 2002, Gallagher informed her that two of her coworkers, Tina Lynch, technician, 
and Valerie Miller complained about her. Specifically, Lynch infonned Gallagher that 
Harley "did not know her job." H.T.(IV) al 80. Miller stated that Harley was "difficult 
to get along with" and was Ilot performing her work duties. Id. at 81 -82. Likewise, 
Darnell Brooks also informed Gallagher that Harley was not doing a good job on her 
project and that she was difficult to get along with. Id. Jackie ThaxlOn amplified these 
same criticisms and shared them with Harley. /d. at 82. 

99. In the course of these discussions with Gallagher, he informed Harley that she had to get 
along bener with her coworkers and that she "had to know her applications (computer 
work)." Id. al 101. He also told her that one of her primary responsibilities, taking 
meeting notes, was not done well and contained errors. /d. at 103. Gallagher was not the 
only manager to inform Harley that her work performance was at least part of the reason 
why she was not receiving promotions. 
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100. In 2003, Gallagher tOok Harley off of a SS I wage-repOJ1ing project to which he had 
assigned her in 2002 because her team members believed that her work was insufficient 
and erroneous. ld. at 118. in addition , the team members found Harley to be difficult to 
work with. Id. 

101. African-American employees also cri ticized Harley's work. In 2007, Tracie Matthews 
(Black, female) sent Harley an e-mail telling her that her behavior was "out of control" 
and that the negative opinion people had of Harley was Harley's own fault. Id. at 124. 

102. Darnell Brooks (Black, male), another of Harley's coworkers, also critic ized her work 
and attitude. Harley worked on the internet account status project with Brooks. She 
informed Brooks that she did not w ish to ask lower-graded employees about anything 
related to the work. Id. at 130. Harley also admitted informing Brooks that she was 
"tired of learning." Id. at 132. 

103. Tammy Joyner (Black, female) was Harley's coworker in the Office of System E lectronic 
Services (OSES). Id. at 133. Joyner gave Harley an ass ignment that dealt with AP pages 
that served as links on the website. Harley resisted creating the AP pages. She was also 
late on meeting the deliverables or deadlines on the project. Id. at 136. As a result, 
Joyner assigned another analyst to work with Harley in completing the assignment. Id. at 
136. Joyner concluded in an affidavit that she "would not seek [Harley] out as a future 
member of any team that she was on." !d. at 134. 

104. Rosie Slade (Black, female), Team Leader in the OSES also criticized Harley's work. 
She worked with Harley on validat ing the supplemental security income query w ithin the 
Supplemental Security Record program using the mainframe computer. ld. at 137. 

105. It is undisputed that both Joyner and Slade received promotions within the Agency after 
the time that they worked with Harley. 

106. Harley testified that she was employed as a program analyst for the Agency and not a 
programmer. She stated that a programmer ac tually writes code and is able to make a job 
run, but that a program analyst analyzes workloads and may write requi rements about 
how the project runs. H.T.(IV) at 85. She averred that program analysts do not actually 
build the program to make it run like a programmer would. ld. Harley made this 
distinct ion in an attempt to explain the problems that these employees had wi th her work. 
Her testimony impl ied that they did not understand her job and what her job 
responsibilities should have been. 
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Class Allegations 

107. The Agency internally promotes existing employees to GS posit ions in the competi tive 
service through a merit promotion process. In accordance with Federal law and 
regulation, the Agency prescribes a specific process for making merit promotions to both 
nonsupervisory and supervisory positions. See J. Exs. 4, 6 and 2 (2000 and 2005 A11icle 
26, National Agreemem between SSA and American Federation of Government 
Employees, and the Management Officials Promotion Plan). 

108. Hires made to GS positions at the Agency through external postings are not made 
pursuant to the merit promotion process. Rather, such hires are made through the 
delegated examining authori ty. 5 U.S.c. § 1104. The Office of Personnel Management 
("OPM") prescribes the specific process for hiring individuals through delegated 
examining. See J. Ex. 21 (Delegated Examining Operations Handbook). The Agency has 
no discretion to vary from the delegated examining authority process prescribed by O PM. 
Second Bob Gehlken Deel,.. ~2. 

109. The Agency presented evidence that there were approximately 5,109 permanent and 
temporary competitive promotions to GS-8 through GS- 14 positions at the Agency's 
Headquarters in Baltimore, Maryl.and, excluding OIG and OGC, from October 1,2000 
through September 30, 2006.6 Chuck Lewis Dec!. 'i\7 (attached to the Agency's Motion to 
Decertify as Exhib it A45) . 

110. Movement to a higher grade within a career ladder position is set forth by regulation. See 
5 C.F.R. § 335.104. It is undisputed that a career ladder promotion is not a competitive 
promotion because there is no competition among candidates of any race or gender. 
Career ladder promotions were not at issue in th is class complaint. 

Ill. The Agency processes its personnel act ions using the codes required by OPM for 
documenting Federal civilian personnel actions on the standard foml 50 (SF-50). OPM 
publishes an operating manual, "The Guide to Personnel Data Standards," which all 
agencies are requ ired to use for coding their Federal civil ian personne l actions. 

112. Using the a PM codes, the Agency maintains electronic records of personnel actions in its 
Human Resources Management Information Systems (" HRM IS"). Each personnel action 
is specifically coded by a series of variables, including among other th ings, a variable that 
describes the nature of the act ion, a variable that represents the legal authority code 

~ Although the class is composed of employees at the GS-7 through [3 level , they are seeking promotions to GS-8 
through GS-14 positions. 
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forming the basis for the action, and a variab le Ihal indicates the pay plan for the position 
being encumbered. H.T.(J) at 160-161. There is also a variable that indicates the 
organization in which the personnel action occurs. Second Lewis Dec!. ~2 . (attached to 
the Agency's Motion For Decision Without Hearing as Exhibit 4) . There is a variable 
that indicates an employee's race or nat ional origin. Nancy Bosque Dec!. '11. 

113. The Agency provided the Class Agents with electronic fi les containing all coded 
personnel actions for every employee who held a as-7 through as-13 position at SSA 
Headquarters in Baltimore. Maryland during the years of 2000 to 2006. 

114. The variable "Nature of Action" ("NOA') indicates the type of personnel action, such as a 
promotion or reassignment, entered into the employee's civilian personnel record. OPM 
prescribes the NOA codes from 001 through 899 for use by all Federal agencies. Codes 
900 through 999 are reserved for agencies' intemal use to document actions particular to 
their organization. Within the Federal civilian government, the NOA for a permanent 
promotion is "702" and for a temporary promotion not to exceed a certain amount of time 
is "703." All other NOAs concer:n personnel actions other than promotions. Second 
Gower Dec I. ~3. 

115. The variable "Legal Authority Code" ("LAC") is the law, executive order, rule. 
regulation, or other basis that authorizes the appointing officer to effect a personnel 
action for an employee. These LACs are combined with NOAs to define the basis for 
specific types of personnel actions, such as promotions, reassignments, changes to lower 
grade. etc. 

116. The variable "Pay Plan" refers to a particular table or array of pay rates prescribed by 
law or regulation that establishes the basic pay rates for certain employees. Second 
Gower Dec!. ~7. Specifically: 

• "GS" refers to the General Schedu le pay plan (5 U.S.c. §510 I, er. seq.); 
• "WG" refers to non-supervisory positions under the Federal Wage System; 
• "WL" refers to leader positions under the Federal Wage System; 
• "WS" refers to supervisOJy positions under the Federal Wage System; and 
• "WDn refers to production facilitating non-supervisory positions under the 
Federal Wage Systcm. Second Gower Dec!. ~8. 

117. The variable "Standard Administ ration Code" ("SAC") refers to the specific organization 
in which the personnel action occurs. There is a different SAC Code for every 
organization at the Agency. For example, the current SAC Code for the Office oflhe 
Deputy Commissioner for Budge:!, Finance and Management ("DCBFM") is tIS I," and all 
offices within DCBFM will have' a SAC Code that begins with "s I." The geographical 
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location of the organization can be determined from the SAC Code. Second Lewis Dec!. 
113-4. 

118. Dr. Rebecca Klemm served as an expert in statistics for the class. Dr. Murray Simpson 
served as an expert in stat istics for the Agency. 

119. Dr. Klemm submitted her initial expert report on November 15, 2007. See C.A. Ex. 37 
(Klemm Report). On January 11,2008, she submitted a Rebuttal Report to Dr. 
Simpson's original expel1 report of November 15, 2007. C.A. Ex. 38 (Klemm Rebuttal ). 
Dr. Klemm updated her exhibits in her Expert Reply Report of February 8, 2008, in 
response to criticisms made by Dr. Simpson in his Response To Class Agent's Expert 
Report. CA. Ex. 39 (Klemm Reply). Dr. Simpson filed his Response to Class Agents 
Expert Report on January 11,2008. A. Ex. 25b (Simpson Response). Dr. Simpson 
revised his original report of November 15,2007 on February 8, 2008. A. Ex. 25a, 
Appendix A (Revised Simpson Report). He also filed a Reply to Dr. Klemm's report on 
February 8, 2008. A. Ex. 25a (Simpson Reply). 

120. Dr. Klemm and Dr. Simpson employed a stat istical test in analyzing promotion rates 
between African·American females and other employees. They examined selection 
decisions to evaluate whether the number of African·American females selected far 
promotion is consistent with what would be expected ifpromatians were made randomly, 
without regard to race and gender of employees. The magnitude of the difference 
between the expected number and actual number of promotions is expressed as numbers 
of standard deviations. 

12 1. The United States Supreme Coun has stated that differences greater than two or three 
standard deviations are too large to attribute solely to chance. A disparity of less than 
two standard dev iations can be regarded as reasonably attributable to chance factors or 
statistically insignificant. Both Dr. Klemm and Dr. Simpson applied the threshold of two 
standard deviations in assessing whether a disparity is statist ica lly signi ficant. See 
Klemm Report at 5· 7; Revised Simpson Report at 6. 

122. Dr. Klemlll conducted her ana lysis in two ways. She conducted a "first blush" analysis 
and a "competitive vacancy" analysis. This "first blush" examination was designed to be 
a preliminary view of the trend in promotions for Black females. The competitive 
vacancy analysis examined applicant now data. Dr. Klemm concluded that both ana lyses 
demonstrated an overall pattern of under· promotion of African·American females to GS· 
8 through GS· 14 positions at SSA Headquarters. 

123. Dr. Klemm included four tables in her expert report of June 15, 2007. The first table, 
Exhibit I, was designed to show the number of active cmployees in the workforce as of 
December 3 1 of each year from 2001 to 2006. For example, in the table for the year 
2003, she set forth that there were 3,986 Black women and 11,536 employees overall in 
the workforce. 
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124. Dr. Klemm counted all employees as "active" employees in Exhibit I unless she had 
evidence that they had been "terminated" from employment at SSA. She testified later 
that she eliminated individuals " if we hadn 't seen activity in two years, a year-and-a-half, 
but that they don 't always have termination records." H.T.(IX) at 29. She stated that she 
could have overcounted the active workforce as a result of this problem because she was 
not sure if employees were on permanent leave, maternity leave or some sort of 
temporary leave. !d. She later testified that she deemed individuals on maternity leave 
as eligible for promotion. 

125. To determine the employees who were "active" employees, Dr. Klemm used infonnation 
contained in the Agency's HRMIS Personnel Change History (PCH) file and Employee 
Data File (ED F). Klemm Report at 5. She testi fied that tenninated employees may have 
been included in her count of the active workforce. H.T.(IX) at 31. 

126. The second tab le, Exhibit 2, is entitled "promotions to grades 8-14 from 2001 to 2006." 
The exhibit is a "first blush" examination of promotions. Dr. Klemm used her workforce 
data for the year 2003 to create Exhibit 2. She stated that she used the infonnation from 
2003 because it was in the middle of the time period from 200 1-2006. Klemm Report at 
7. 

127. Dr. Klemm detennined in Exhibit 2 that Black females at the GS-8, 10 and 14 levels were 
properly promoted in the workforce. She detennined that Black females at the GS-9, II , 
12 and 13 level were underrepresented in promotions in a manner that was statist ically 
significant. Overall , she concluded that Black females were denied promotions to grades 
8 through 14 during 2001 to 2006 in the amount of 10.46 standard deviations. 

128. The third table, Exhibit 3, contains information on all promotions to grades 8 though 14 
by major promotion paths from 200 1 to 2006. Exhibit 3 is also a "firs t blush" 
examination. Dr. Klemm sel forth in the exhibit that there were 11 , 121 promotions in 
total and that Black women rece ived 3,825 of those promotions. She concluded that 
Black women were underreprese.nted in a sta tistica lly signifi cant manner in the workforce 
promotion paths from grades 7 to 9, grades 8 10 9, grades 9 to 11 , grades II to 12 and 
grades 12 to 13. They were not underrepresented in a stati stically signi ficant manner in 
the workforce promotion palhs of grades 7 to 8, grades 9 to 10, grades 10 to II or grades 
13 to 14. This analysis was not limited to promotions in the GS pay plan, the only plan at 
issue in this case. Dr. Klemm concluded in Exhibit 3 that when considered as a whole, 
Black women were denied promotions in the amount of9.67 standard deviations. 

129. Exhibit 4 contained competitive selections from 2000 to 2007 by year and grade of 
vacancy announcement. To crea.te Exhibit 4, Dr. Klemm used applicant flow infomlation 
from the Agency's HRMI S. The HRMIS data included race and gender information. 

130. Class Counsel hired temporary employees lO compile data for Dr. Klemm to use. The 
Class has called the data the Manually Entered Yacancy Candidate Pools ("MEYCP"). 
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Klemm Report at 4. It consists of information on candidates from the paper vacancy 
announcement that these employees placed in a spreadsheet. Id. It included the vacancy 
announcement number, last name and social security number of the candidates who 
applied forthe vacancy. /d. 

131. Sometime in the middle of creating the MEVep, the temporary employees hired to 
review the vacancy announcements, tab documents for copying, extract relevant data and 
enter the data into an electronic data base stopped the work in mid course. H.T.(XV) at 
85. The class decided that the Job Announcement Status Check ("JASC"), an incomplete 
data file used by Agency employees to detennine the status of their job applications, 
would be employed instead ofth!~ paper vacancy announcements to create the MEVep. 
/d. 

132. At trial, Dr. Klemm's testimony regarding the data entry process for creation of the 
MEVep was contradictory. She testified that she observed the temporary employees 
entering data for the MEYCP. H.T.(lX) at 133. At her deposition, prior to trial, she 
admitted that she did not see the temporary employees enter the data. Id. She did not 
supervise the data extraction. Dr. Klemm admitted that Mike Dolan, an employee from 
her office, did the programming for Exhibit 4. She testified that she compared the paper 
BQL with the infomlalion entered into the MEVCP at least 10 times because of specific 
questions that she had, but refused to elaborate on the number of times that she engaged 
in this inquiry beyond the number 10. Id. at 144-145. She testified that she had engaged 
in a sampling technique for Exhibit 4 at trial. However, at her deposition, she stated that 
she had engaged in no sampling t.echnique for any of her ana lysis. Id. at 148. 

133. Dr. Klemm merged the MEYCP, lASC and PCH with the HRMIS files to create the 
Combined Analytic File (CAF). The CAF was designed to be an applicant flow database 
of individuals who had made BQLs for vacant positions. 

134. Dr. Klemm was aware at the time that she merged the files that the JASe was a partial 
database which did not include the best qualified list for all of the vacancy packages. Id. 
at 150. Initially. she testified at trial that she compared all of the JASC with the paper 
best qualified files that they had. !d. at 152. Later she amended her testimony 10 state 
that she compared the "actual lists created manually [with] ... electronic files." ld. at 153. 
After several efforts to question the steps that she took to verify the data, Dr. Klemm 
failed to answer the question of whether she pulled a paper best qualified list and verified 
that the manually entered information from any given best qual ified list was accurate. Id. 
at 154-155. She later amended her answer to state that on two or three occasions when 
she merged the JASC with the PCH file and "anything differed," she examined the paper 
best qualified list. [d. at 156. She averred that she only needed to engage in this 
verification process on IwO or three occasions for the 2700 vacancies at issue because the 
data matched up exactly. !d. Dr. Klemll1 was not forthcomi ng and her testimony was 
less than credible. 
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135. Exhibit 4 concluded that Black women were underprornoted in a statistically significant 
manner to all grades except grade 10 from 2000 to 2007 as an aggregate. She also 
concluded that Black women seeking promotion to grades 8 to 14 for individual years, 
2000,200 1,2002,2003,2004,2005 and 2006 were underprol11oted in numbers that were 
statistically significant. She did not find statistical significance in the promotion levels 
for Black women to grades 8 to 14 for the year 2007. 

136. Dr. Klemm did not limit her analysis in Exhibit 4 to the class definition. Specifically, she 
failed to exclude individuals froIll geographic locations outside of Baltimore, Maryland, 
individuals from aGC and OIG and individuals from pay plans other than the General 
Schedule. H.T.(!X) at 53, 84,109. She was unable to state what percentage of her 
numbers was affected by this approach to the analysis. She repeatedly testified that her 
failure to conduct an analysis in line with the class definition had no impact on her results 
or her conclusion that Black females had been underselected in a statistically significant 
manner for promotion by the Agency. Id. at 110, 121. 

137. Dr. Klemm included individuals from the following regions outside of headquarters in 
her analysis of the "active" workforce. Simpson Decl. Ex. 3. Those regions were 
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta. Chicago. Dallas. Kansas City, Denver, San 
Francisco, Seattle and Falls Church. Virginia. She testified that although the vacancy 
announcements had codes that indicated where the position was located, she did not 
know what the codes mean I or th ink thai the Agency was consistent in its use of the 
codes. H.T.(lX) al 85-86. Furthermore. Dr. Klemm averred that while the vacancy had a 
code indicating a location, she was not sure that the position was actually located where 
the vacancy was geographically located. Id. at 117. She also admitted that she did not 
confirm where the position was located or where the selectee would be located. Instead, 
she included the data in her analysis. 

138. Dr. Klemm admined that in Exhibit 4, she did not even include complete vacancy 
announcement information from the positions for which the Class Agents appl ied. Id. at 
123-5. It is undisputed thatlhe Class had the information prior to the lime in which Dr. 
Klemm prepared her analysis. 

139. Dr. Klemm admitted Ihal some vacancies were posted as reass ignment only, even though 
employees seeking promotions still applied for them. /d. at 127. However, she could not 
state how many of lhose vacancies appeared in the information underly ing Exhibit 4. 

140. Dr. Klemm averred Ihat when she merged the data files and could not match information 
for candidates, the candidate would "fall OUl" of her analysis for Exh ibit 4. 7 Id. at 160. 

7 Dr. Klemm's explanation of tile term "falling out" was murky at best. She stated that when data was merged from 
the different databases and inconsistent. she would include the individuals in the particular vacancy announcement, 
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However, Dr. Klemm did not explain in Exhibit 4 which candidates "fell out," how often 
this phenomenon occulTed and the effects 011 her analysis. Id. at 161·164 . 

141. Dr. Klemm stated that the information that she relied upon to create Exhibit 4 might be 
wrong, but repeatedly contended that the erroneous data had no impact on the pattern of 
underseleclion for Black women. !d. at 103, 110. At no point at the hearing could Dr. 
Klemm state what percentage of the data underlying Exhibit 4 was incorrect. 

142. Dr. Klemm test ified that there were vacancies with multiple positions at different grades. 
However, she could not explain errors such as how she had information in Exhibit 4 
which demonstrated that a GS-7 employee who applied for a specific vacancy somehow 
received a promotion to GS-13 . She attempted to justify the error by stating that she 
recorded this informat ion from the: PCH file and not the vacancy package. 

143 . Dr. Klemm included individuals in pay plans other than as. Simpson Decl. Ex. 2. She 
included individuals in the "WG," "WL," "WS," and "WD" grade series. 

144. Dr. Klemm's analysis in Exhibits 2 and 3 did not consider time-in-grade requirements. 
Rather, she presumed that every employee was eligible for every "promotion." H.T.(IX) 
at 61-62. She stated in her reply f(!port that she did not consider time-in-grade because 
she "had observed over 200 situations where individuals within SSA HQ were promoted 
to a higher grade with less than one year at the lower grade." Klemm Reply at 2. At the 
hearing, she could not confirm whether the rule had actually been violated. H.T.(lX) at 
62. She averred that she did not know whether temporary promotions at a higher grade 
affected the time-in-grade calculation and did not verify whether employees had prior 
federal service that allowed them to meet the time-in-grade requirement. ld. at 63. 

145. It is also undisputed that Dr. Klemm included non-competitive career ladder promotions 
in her ""first blush" analysis." Id. at 33-34. 

146. In Dr. Klemm's February 8, 2008 Reply Report, she updated Exhibit I. The update omits 
"non-terminal" employees with no PCH record for over I year. See Updated Ex. I. Non
temlinal employees were employees who had no activity in Agency records for a year or 
more. H.T.(IX) at 29- 3 1. Updated Exhibit I is a breakdown of the population by race 
and gender of "active" employees by year and by grade within the class defin ition, i.e .. 
"active" employees in GS-7 through GS-13 positions at SSA Headquarters in Baltimore, 
Maryland. 

147. Dr. Klemm updated Exhibit 2 by eliminating some, but not al\ career ladder promotions. 

but designatc their race, gender and grade as unknown. H.T. (IX) at 159-161. She then later testified that when she 
merged data for a candidate, and the data was not consistent in the different files, the "candidate would "fall out" of 
her tabulation." /d. at 161. However, when probed with further questions on what she meant by "fa lling out," she 
stated that she may have includcd the inconsistent information in the analysis for Exhibit 4. Id. at 162. 
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AI the hearing, she admitted that she did nol eliminate joumeyman career ladder 
promotions because she did not interpret the code properly and did not eliminate these 
noncompet itive promotions from consideration in her analysis. H.T.(IX) at 36, 41·43. 
Dr. Klemm admitted that she received an e·mail informing her about the code for the 
journeyman career ladder promotion as early as February 7, 2008. Id. at 43. 

148. Dr. Klemm admitted that in updated Exhibit 2, she included wage grade promotions. 
H.T.(IX) at 53. Wage grade promotions are not at issue in this case. She included 
promotions in the Office of Inspector General and the Office of the General Counsel. Id. 
She also included promotions tha.t occurred in Denver, Boston, Philadelphia, New York, 
Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, San Francisco and different parts of the country. Id. at 55· 
57. As justification for including this erroneous data in updated Exhibit 2, Dr. Klemm 
stated that she did not take the standard administrative code's information regarding the 
organization in which an individual works at face value. !d. at 55. She elaborated that 
she had "issues about how precise and how quickly afterward those promotions or those 
codes are actually entered" and did not eliminate data for promotions that were granted 
individuals outside of the geographic location of the class. Id. at 55-57. 

149. In updated Exhibit 2, Dr. Klemm detennined that the total number of promotions fell 
from 11,366 (as set forth in the original Exhibit 2) to 10,226. She concluded in the 
updated exhibit that Black women were properly represented in grades 8, 9, 10 and 14 in 
the workplace and were not underpromoted to these grades. She determined that Black 
women were undcrpromoted to grades II, 12 and 13 in a statistically significant manner. 
Overall, she concluded that Black: women were denied promotions (0 grades 8 through 14 
from 2001 10 2006 in the amount of 5.90 standard deviations. 

150. Dr. Klemm's updated Exhibit 3 examined all promotions to grades 8 to 14 by major 
promotion paths from 200 I to 2006. Updated Exhibit 3 eliminated some, but not all 
career ladder promotions. Dr. Klemm detenllined that there were 9,986 promotions in 
total and that Black womcn received 3,559 of those promotions. She concluded that 
Black women were underrepresented in a statistica lly signi fi cant manner in the workforce 
from grades 9to II, grades II to 12 and grades 12 to 13. They were 110t 
underrepresented in a stat ist ically significant manner in promotions from grades 7 to 8, 
grades 7t09,grades8 t09,grades9to 10,grades 10 to II or grades 13to 14. This 
analysis was not limited to promotions in the GS pay plan, the only plan at issue in this 
case. Dr. Klemm concluded in updated Exhibit 3 that when considered as a whole, Black 
women were denied promotions in the amount of 4.68 standard deviations. 

151. The number of active Black female employees considered in Dr. Klemm 's analysis for 
year 2003 differed from the number considered by Lance Seberhagen, 
Industrial/Organizational Psychologist on behalfofthe Class in his analysis of the 
promotion rates of Black females for the year 2003. In the table in which he analyzes 
promotions to grade 13 in year 2003, Dr. Seberhagen begins his analysis with 553 Black 
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females at the grade 12 level. First Declaration of Lance Seberhagen Table II. In her 
analysis, Dr. Klemm begins with a COllnt of727 Black female grade 12 employees in year 
2003. H.T.OX) at 25. In addition, in Dr. Seberhagen's analysis of promotions to the 
grade 14 level, he began his analysis with 321 grade 13 level employees. First 
Declaration of Lance Seberhagen Table 12. Dr. Klemm began with a count of464 Black 
females. Dr. Klemm could not explain the discrepancy in number of Black females in the 
active work force for 2003 at the grade 12 level and grade 13 level between her analysis 
and Dr. Seberhagen's analysis. 

152. Dr. Simpson test ified that thi s discrepancy in 2003 workforce numbers was not the only 
support for hi s belief that the workforce numbers of Black females used by Dr. Klemm 
were overstated. He stated that he read her expert report and examined the computer 
programs underlying her analysis. H.T.(XV) at 75. 

153. He also used the PCH file to create an employee snapshot consistent with the data that 
Dr. Klemm used. He removed employees who had been headquarter employees at some 
time, but were not at headquarters during the specific years at issue in this case. He 
stated that he was able to be precise on this point through a review of the PCH file. Id. at 
76. As a result, he received workforce totals that were consistent with the numbers in Dr. 
Seberhagen's analysis. Id. 

154. Dr. Simpson stated that Dr. Klemm overstated both the number of people in the 
workforce and the promotion figures. fd. at 81. He determined that she overcounted the 
promotion figures when he rev iewed the computer programs produced by Dr. Klemm to 
support her analysis. The Class did not rebut or challenge this testimony. He also 
testified that when he removed the individuals who were not at headquarters during the 
specific years at issue and removed career ladder promotions, he found that Dr. Klemm 's 
promotion figures were overstated by 5,000. Id. at 82. 

155. Dr. Simpson examined the selec tion rates of Black women fo r noncompetitive temporary 
promotions, competitive temporary promotions and competit ive permanent promotions in 
his analysis. See Simpson Revised Report. He relied on personnel transaction records. 
Those personnel transaction records are the PCH file, and the English Reference File, 
which contains Engl ish translations for coded fields in other Agency files. 

156. Dr. Simpson did not use applicant flow data to examine promotion levels for the Black 
females described in the complaint. Instead, he conducted a cohort study in order to 
examine the likelihood of promotion. He defined cohorts as groups of employees who 
share a common set of characteri stics such as grade in the general service, occupational 
series and reporting to the same Associate Commissioner component. His reason for 
employing the cohort study approach was the unavailability of "rel iable and verified set 
of data record [which] identified employees who expressed interest in promotions, 
rep0I1ed which of these cmployees met the requirements for inclusion on the best 
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158. 

159. 

160. 

16 I. 

162. 

qualified list [and} those who received promotions." Revised Simpson Report at 2. 

The Class did not dispute that the complete data was not ava ilable or that the problems of 
availability hampered the Agency's expert's ability to develop "a statistical framework 
very closely tai lored to the decision-making process." Accordingly, the cohort study 
conducted by Dr. Simpson was a reasonable means of modeling the promotion process at 
the Agency. 

Dr. Simpson excluded data from Black women who were employed outside of the 
Baltimore headquarters location who applied for promotions in headquarters. Black 
women in grades other than 7 through 13 in the general service and Black women in pay 
systems other tban the general schedule. He identified career ladder promotions and 
journeyman career ladder promotions and eliminated them from consideration. H.T. 
(XV) at 138-140. He also took into account the requirement that an employee must be in 
a position for a yea r before that employee is eligible for a promotion. 

Dr. Simpson examined the workforce for each year from 2001 through 2006. He grouped 
employees (cohorts) in the same grade, Associate Commissioner component and 
occupational series. ld. at 163. He then identified in every given year the number of 
promotions given and the members of the cohort group who were granted noncompetitive 

. . . . . . . 8 
temporary promotions, competitive temporary promotions or competItive promotions. 

His analysis included employees who never app lied for a promotion and those who never 
made a BQ list. fd. at 164. He did not examine selections that resulted in a reassignment , 
rather than a promotion. fd. at 175. 

For each date that one or more members of the cohort group was promoted, he formed a 
pool comprised of all members of the cohort group who are eligible for promotion based 
on the one year time in grade requirement. [d. at 31. He then aggregated the data. He 
identified the race and gender composition of those promoted within each pool and 
compared the race and gender composition uf employees who are similarly situated with 
regard to their eligibility and likelihood for promotion. He then detemlined the 
difference between the actual number of Black women promoted and the number that 
would be expecfed to be promoted given their representation in the pool. 

Dr. Si~pson concJud:~ that African-American females were as likely as other employees 
to receive noncompetitive temporary promotions. He determined Iha! from 2001 to 2006 
African-American females from grades GS-7lhrough OS-13 in the aggregate were not ' 
underselected for noncompetitive temporary promotions in a statistically significant 
manner. See Revised Simpson Report at 9, 15 . 

! NoncOl~lpClitive promotions II ere not at issue in this ease. While the parties included information about 
compelllll'C temporary promotiolls. neither side made those promotions the focus of the case. 
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Dr. Simpson concluded that African-American females we,re not systemati~al1y 
disfavored in selections for competitive temporary promolions. He detenmned that from 
2001 to 2006, African-American females from grades OS-7 through OS-13 in the 
aggregate were not underselected for competitive temporary promotions in a statistically 
significant manner. Sec Revised Simpson Report at 16. He did find that in 2002, 
African-American females were selected for competitive temporary promotions 
disproportionately less than their peers to 2.5 standard deviations, but concluded that the 
shortfall can be attributed reasonably to chance factors. Id. at 17. The Class proffered no 
evidence to rebut this conclusion. 

Dr. Simpson concluded that African-American females were not systematically 
disfavored in selections for competitive permanent promotions in 2002 through 2005. 
He determined that in years 2001 and 2006, African-American females from grades GS-7 
through GS-1 3 in the aggregate were disproportionately underselected in a manner that 
was statistically significant. The underprol1101ion was 2.38 standard deviations for 2001 
and 2.19 standard deviations for 2006. Id. at 22-23. 

Dr. Simpson examined the shortfall by grade level from years 2001 through 2006. He 
concluded that African-American females were not underselectcd in a statistically 
significant manner in the aggregate for OS grades 7, 8, 9, 10, II and 13. He found that 
African-American females were underpromoted into GS-12 level positions in the amount 
of 3.48 standard deviations, a statistically significant number.9 Revised Simpson Report 
at 27. Dr. Simpson's analysis detemlined that the employment series oflnfo Tech 
Management, Computer Specialist, Social Insurance Administration and Security 
Administration led to the shortfall of3.48 standard deviations. Id. at 28. He also 
determined that had the Agency hired 23.24 more Black females, in any of these series, 
no statistically significant shortfall would have occurred. fd. 

Dr. Simpson concluded that the overall shortfall in competitive pennanent promotions for 
African-American females at the GS-7lhrough OS-13 grades, from 2001 through 2006, 
was 54.72. !d. at 29. He stated that this shOlifall equates to an underpromotion rate of 
2.44 standard deviations. Id. He pointed OUI that this shortfall occurred over the course 

' Dr. ~impson con~ludes in his report. in reference to the shortfall of3.48 standard deYin!ions, that "African
Ameman females III ~rade G~-12 \~ere s~lected for competitive permanent promotions at a rale disproportionately 
lower than that of theIr peers, ReVIsed SImpson Report at 27. The statement by itself is murky. Dr. Simpson is not 
cOI~~letely clear whether he is referring to lower graded African-American females who applied for GS-12 level 
posliions. but were not selected for the G,S-12 level positions or African-American females who were already at the 
GS-12 g:ad~, but ~\'ere not selected for hIgher leyel positions. However, Dr. Siml)SOn made Ihis conclusion at the 
end ofhts diSCUSSion of Table C4, which shows a shortfall in the number of African-Americans females selected for 
pro~l.olion to GS-I,2 level positions and the lIumber that would have been expected 10 be promoted into GS-12 leYel 
posl~lons, Accordlllgly, I. :onclude that Dr. Sil1l~son·s stalemcnllhalooAfrican-American females in grade GS-12 
wen; seleCle? for comp~lIt1ve permanenl proll.lotlons at a rate disproportionately lower than that of their peers" 
refers 10 Afman-Amerlcan females who applied for and were not promoted inlo GS-12 positions. 
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of3600 promotion decisions during a six· year penad oftimt:. Id. at 32. 

Dr. Jay Finkleman served as an expert in industrial organizational psychology for the 
class. He averred that the Agency crealcdjob descriptions without conducting a 
professional job analysis. H.T.(X) at 41. As a result, he opined that the descriptions did 
not sufficiently relate to the knowledge, skills and ability required for the position so that 
a "professional can verify it or validate it." Id. He testified that the assessment panels for 
vacancies used the knowledge, skills and ability portion of the vacancy announcement to 
place candidates on the best qualified list, but stated that the re was little evidence that the 
selecting officials used the job tasks and skills/knowledge requirement descriptions in the 
selection decision. [d. at 43-46, 66. 

Dr. Finkelman pointed out several problems in the Agency's process for filling vacancies. 
He testified that there was no training or standards that regulated the manner in which 
interviewers reported their results or their impression of candidates to the recommending 
or selecting official. [d. at 56. He also averred that there was no unifonn or consistent 
system for gathering recommendations on candidates and that these efforts were not 
documented. [d. at 58. Dr. Finkelman testified that there was no indication that either 
recommending or selecting officials had any training in conducting interviews. [d. at 56. 
He noted that many of the problems that he pointed out in the selection process also 
violated the labor.management agreement between the Agency and the Union. [d. at 58. 

Dr. Finkelman testified that the Agency should use an assessment center concept to fill 
vacancies instead of the system that it currently uses. He described the assessment center 
concept as a process in which "individuals all with specialized qualificat ions and train ing 
are doing the assessment of the knowledge, skills and abilities of individuals in a very 
standardized fashion that is highly documented and can be reported or replicated." [d. At 
70. He stated that the guidelines in an assessment center are clear, the training is 
consistent and judgments are documented and as objective as possible. Id. at 71. 

Dr. Finkelman admitted that absent adverse impact, there is no legal requirement that an 
Agency validate any selection process. !d. at 82. He averred that from a human resource 
mana~em~nt and industrial organizational psychology perspective, a selection process or 
selection IIlstrument should be validated. [d. 

~e repeatedly tes~ified at the hearing that he was not a lawyer and was not qualified to 
~nte~ret the req.u l.rements of the Unifornl Guidelines from a legal perspective. However, 
In IllS expert.oplnIOn,. he stated that the Agency "has not accomplished the first objective 
of safeguardmg the nghts of Debra Harley, Paulette Taylor, et al. and prolecting them 
from unlawful practices." C. A. Ex. 35. He elaborated at the hearing that by using the 
term "safeguarding of rights," he meant the right 10 be free from discrimination. 
H.T.( IX) at 90. 
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172. AI the hearing, Dr. Finklem3n stated thai ht: relied on class counsel's conclusion that 
there was disparate impact in the selection process at issue in the class case and stated 
Ihis same conclusion in his expert report. Id. at 108. He averred that prior to stating this 
conclusion in his export report, he had not read Dr. Klemm's report . Id. at 109. He 
admined that prior to submitting his expert report, he had no independent basis for this 
conclusion. 

173. Dr. Finkleman sent a series of e-mails to Class Counsel where he asked Class Counsel to 
fill in citations to documents to support the conclusions in his expert report. fd. at 129. 
See A. Ex. 24(b). Ten days prior to filing his final expen repon in November 2007, he 
sent another e-mail to Class Counsel seeking "an overview of our theory of the case." A. 
Ex. 24(d). These actions compromised his expert report and biased his testimony. 

174. Dr. James Outtz was an expert in the area of industrial and organizat ional psychology for 
the Agency. He specializes in the development and validation of selection procedures for 
both public and private sector employees. 

175. He reviewed Dr. Simpson's report and Dr. Klemm's report. He also examined some 
selection decisions. 

176. Dr. Outtz closely reviewed Dr. Simpson's analys is demonstrating that African-American 
females were underpromoted into the G5-12 level from 200 I through 2006 in a 
stati stically significant number in the employment series oflnfomlation Technology 
Management, Computer Specialist and Physical Security Specialist. H.T.(XI1) at 19,25. 
He stated that from his prior research with the National Research Council of the National 
Science Foundation, he learned that the field was a White male dominated field. Id. at 
20-21. He examined the job descriptions and ski ll sets for the employment positions and 
concluded that there is underrepresentation of minorities generally with those skill sets. 
Id. at 25. His testimony focused on hiring in these fields in general and not promotions 
within the Agency. Dr. OU[{Z did not proffer any evidence to support that 
underrepresentation of minorities in genera l in these fields affected the promotion levels 
of minorities into these positions within the Agency. 

177. Dr. Outtz did not determine whether the Agency had conducted ajob analysis in 
accordance with the principles of industrial organizational psychology where Dr. 
Simpson had found adverse impact in se lections for speci fic job categories. Id. at 48. He 
examined vacancy announcements, the requirements for applying for the job, job 
descriptions, tasks li sted and the skill sets for the position. Id. at 49. He also concluded 
that the Agency'sjob descri ptions emanated from ajob analysis. Id. at 47. 

178. Dr. Outtz di sagreed with Dr. Finkleman's conclusion that there was a pattern of 
discrimination at the Agency for two reasons. First, he concluded that Dr. Simpson had 
not found any pattern of adverse impact in the promotion of Black females across grades 
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throughout the Agency. Second, where Dr. Simpson did find a problem in the selection 
rates for Black females, Dr, Outtz concluded that the underrepresentation of Blacks in the 
infomlation technology field may be a plausible explanation for the underselection. Id, at 
64-67. Dr, OUltz offered no evidence that any underrepresentation actually existed at the 
Agency in hiring for these posit ions and that the levels of representation created any 
statistically significant underpromotion of Black females in fields such as infonnation 
technology field. 

179. The class presented testimony from class members who charged that they had been 
discriminated against in the manner described in the class complaint. Carolyn Ashley
Siguenza (Black, female), Social Insurance Special ist OS-12, was one oftllose 
employees. In the year 2007, Ashley-Siguenza had been returned to her GS- 12 position, 
after serving for 7 years (from 2000 through 2007) as a OS-13 through a temporary 
promotion. H.T.(VI) at 8. 

180. Ashley-Siguenza was detailed to a position in New Jersey from 1998 through 2002 
because she needed to care for her ill parents. Id. at 36. Jim Amberman (Whi te, male) 
was Ashley-Siguenza's supervisor at the time. Ashley-Siguenza was detailed into a 
c-reated position with responsibilities that were cobbled together, Id. at 39. 

181. Ashley-Siguenza averred that she had been retaliated against from the year 2002 to the 
present when she was denied promotions because she had filed several EEO complaints 
in the past. [d, at 19-20. She staled that the retaliation began after she filed a complaint 
alleging discrimination on the basis of her race. IO 

182, Ashley-Siguenza testified that she was infonned that the reason why she did not get the 
promotions was that she had less "expertise in due process" than the selectees. [d. at 24. 
27. She stated that this was false justification because on one occasion, she reviewed the 
file of a recipient who had been unjustly denied benefits and got his benefits reinstated. 
She testified that this was the type of processing that an expert in the due process area 
would have to complete. {d. at 26. She also averred that she had gained due process 
experience when she served as a Claims Representative in the Agency's field office for 
9.5 years. Id. at 27. 

183. Ashley-Sigtlenza stated that she applied for 12 to 14 jobs for which she was not selected. 
She also averred that she did nol know the credentials of all of the se lectees, but stated 
that it was not possible that any of them were more qualified than she was to fi ll the 
vacancies for which she was not selec ted. [d. at 32. It is undisputed that for five of the 
eight positions in which Ashley-Siguenza was not promoted, Black fema le candidates 
were selected to fill the vacancies, See Joint Stipulation of Undisputed Facts at 6-8. 

tB The mauer orrclaliatiotl is nOI at issue in this class complaint. 
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184. Sylvia Macer (Black, female) retired from the Agency on July 1,2008. Prior to her 
retirement, she had served as a Computer Specialist. as-l3, in the Division of Disability 
Information Systems from 2000 through 2008. She stated that she had applied for 35 
promotions from the year 2000 through 2008. 

185. Macer testified to her belief that the Branch Manager in her Division, Carolyn Keith
White (Whi te, female) was interfering with her ability to obtain a promotion. H.T.(X) at 
201. She also averred that the two had a difficult relationship because Macer repeatedly 
questioned Keith-White's practices. Id. at 202. As a result, Macer testified that Keith
White did not recommend her for any promotional positions. Id. at 208. Keith-White 
only supervised Macer from 2000 to 200 I. 

186. Macer testified that after 2002, she did not deal with Keith-White on a daily basis. Keith
White was promoted to the position of Division Director and was no longer Macer's 
immediate supervisor. Id. at 248. 

187. As an example ofa position that she applied for, but did not receive for discriminatory 
reasons, Macer cited VAN T-656. Macer applied for the Branch Chief, GS- 14 position, 
advertised under V AN T-656 in 2006. {d. at 209. The selecting official was John 
Simermeyer (White male), Acting Associate Commissioner o[ODS. She made the best 
qualified list, but was not selected. The selectees were Carol Weinreich (White, female). 
Tiffini Baker (Black, female) and Janet Rauer (White. female). Macer averred that she 
was as qualified for the position as Baker, but more qualified than Weinreich and Rauer 
for the vacancy. /d. She stated that Rauer had no project officer experience and was 
responsible for the budget in the Branch. Macer speculated that Rauer had a personal 
relationship with the Executive Director in the Agency and that Weinreich was the sister
in-law of Keith-White from a second marriage. /d. at 2 I O. 

188. Karen Better-Bastfield'(B1ack, female) began her employment with the Agency in 1966. 
{d. at 264. She has been employed as a Claims Technical Expert since 1996 and in 2000, 
she became a GS-II Claims Technical Expen. 

189. Better-Bastfield applied for a Social Insurance Specialist position in November 200 I 
under vacancy VAN T-561. The selecting official was Charles Ryan (race unknown, 
male).1t See Joint Stipulation or Undisputed Fact at II. She was not se lected to fill the 
vacancy. Ryan selected 14 candidates to fill the vacancy. Orthe 14, two of the selectees 
were Black females. /d. Better-Bastfield admitted that she was not aware of who the 
selectees for the position were prior to the class complaint. H.T.(X) at 286. 

190. Better-Bastfield applied for a Social Insurance Specialist position in September 2002 

II Ryan is retired. His former employment position is not contained in the record. 
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under VAN 5-386. The selecting official was Carl Cuuchoud (Whitc. male).12 See Joint 
Stipulation of Undisputed Fact at 10. She was nOI selected to fill the vacancy. Couchoud 
selected 23 candidates. Three of the 23 selectees were African-American females. 

191. Better-Bastfield applied for a position in the Office of Central Operations Development 
Program under VAN B-3202. Carolyn Simmons (Black, female), Associate 
Commissioner for the Office of Central Operations, was the selecting official. /d. The 
selectees were Michael Brown (Black, male), Natalie Hamlet (Black, female), Karen 
lohnson (Black, female) and F. Albert Snyder (White, male). Id. 

192. Better-Bastfield testified that she was better or equally qualified for the position than 
Brown and Snyder because she had a background in international and domestic claims, 
had served as a benefit authorizer and keyplex operator. H.T.(X) at 269-270. She stated 
that the reason why she has not been promoted is that "it's mostly white people that get 
promoted." /d. at 272. She admitted that both Brown and Snyder had work experience 
that she lacked. ld. at 288-289. 

193. In 2005, Better-Bastfield met with Randy Abrams (race unknown, male), Associate 
Commissioner of Operations, to discuss why she was not selected for the leadership 
development program. She testified that he informed her that she was ranked number 2 
in her division. /d. at 273, 295. She also testified that someone from the Agency's 
personr.el office confimled that she was ranked number 2. /d. at 293. Better-Bastfield 
examined the best qualified li st for vacancy announcement B-3202 at the hearing and 
acknowledged that the Agency's document showed that she was fourth on the list after 
Brown, Snyder and Denise Saunders. Id. at 292. It is undisputed that for all of the 
positions for which Better-Bastfield applied and was not selected, the Agency chose at 
least one Black, female candidate to fill the vacancy. See Joint Stipulation of Undisputed 
Facts at 9-11. 

194. Mildred Owens (Black, female), Social Insurance Specialist, began working for the 
Agency in 1970. In October 2000, sh~ became a GS-13 special assistant to the Deputy 
Commissioner. From July 1,2001 through 2004, she was injured and unable to work. In 
2005, Owens was serving as a Program Analyst for the Agency. H.T.(VII) at 130. She 
testified that she trained at least lWO White male employees in 2005 and 2006 and then 
Agency managers promoted the men over her. [d. at 118-119. She staled this event 
occurred when Peter Kerpecki (White, male) was supervising her. Id. at 119. She 
admitted that he only served as her supervisor for a three month period of time in 2006. 
ld. at 127. 

195. Owens testified tha i she applied for 25 or more positions in her office after 2006, made 
the best qualified list bUI was not selected for any of the vacancies. She admitted that in 

11 Couchard's employment position is unknown. 
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2007, she was placed on a detail to a OS-13 uc,;velopmental assignment position. The 
detail was granted to her as part of her individualized development plan. Id. at 133. 

196. Owens applied for several OS-14 level positions after 2005. In August 2005, she applied 
for the position of Management Analyst under VAN 0-3529 in August 2005 . The 
se lecting official was Jaime Fischer (Black, male), former Director of the Office of 
Competitive Sourcing. Joint Stipulation Of Undisputed Fact at 22. She appeared on the 
best qualified list, but was not selected to fill the vacancy. The selectees were Ronald 
Lee (Black, male) and Kimberly Lambert-Rlloads (Whi te , female). 

197. The position required expert knowledge of Office of the Strategic Chief Officer's 
Programs. Complainant did not possess the requisite expert knowledge. She was not 
aware of the sk ill s, expertise or background of the selectees. 

198. Owens testified that for all of the jobs for which she applied after 2005, but was not 
se lected, she was not aware of who the selecting official was. She did not know the 
selectees or their qualifications. She did not know which qualities the selecting official 
was seeking. She also was not aware of the race of the selectees, H.T.(VII) at 143-147. 

199. Carolyn Bradby (Black, female), Customer Service Technician, began working for the 
Agency in 1969. For a few years prior to 1987, she worked as a lead retrieval clerk for 
the Agency. In the job, she managed 20 clerks, monitored their workloads, secured 
training for them and provided input into their work perfomlance. fd. at 168. 

200. She became a Customer Service Technician, GS-8, in the year 2000. Id. at 169. She is 
employed in the Agency's Metro West building. She testified that the Metro West 
building is composed of93 to 97 percent African-American fema les. Id. at 174. 

201. As a Customer Service Technician, she resolved issues associated with the processing of 
social security claims, eaming and Title XVI medicare. Id. at 170. In 2006, she received 
a temporary promotion to a Lead Customer Service Technician position. fd. 

202. In her temporary position as a Lead Customer Service Teclmician, Bradby managed 20 
Cus[Qmer Service Technicians. She conducted service observations 011 them, monitored 
their calls to insure that they were communicating accurate information to the public and 
transmitting infonnation to the Agency's fie ld offices and payment centers. /d. She 
trained these Customer Service Technicians and reported to managers on any new 
training that the Customer Service Technicians needed. Jd. at 171. She was in this 
temporary position for 120 days. 

203. Bradby testified that since 2000, she has applied for 5 promotional positions, appeared on 
the best qualified lists, but has not been selected for any of the positions. Id. at 172. At 
least two of the positions for which she applied were in the Agency's Philadelphia 
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Region and are not relevant to the class complaint. See Joint Stipulation of Undisputed 
Facts at 12. 

204. On August 10,2006, Bradby applied for the position of Deputy Module Manager. The 
selecting official for the position was Vivian Nawrocki (White, female), Assistant 
Associate Commissioner for Executive Operations. Kathy Fox (White, female), Director 
of the Division ofEamings Operations and Ron Dixon (Black, male) Senior Program 
Advisor for the Division of Eamings Operations were the recommending officials. Id. at 
12. Bradby made the best qualified li st, but was nol selected to fill the vacancy. The 
Agency selected Viola Carter (Black, female) and Jason Greggs (White, male) to fill the 
position. H.T.(VII) at 172. 

205. Bradby testified that she should have been selected for the position because she had 20 
years of experience doing all aspects of the Deputy Module Manager job. She stated that 
Greggs had only been with the Agency for a short period of time. She concluded that he 
did not possess as deep an experience as she in adjudicating claims or dealing with 
policies, provisions and reconciliation of Title Il and Title XVI claims which are a large 
pan of the responsibilities of the job. ld. at J 82. 

206. Bradby stated that Greggs had progressed 7 grades from 2003 to 2009. rd. at 209. She 
also testified that at a meeting in August 2008, two years after this selection process, Fox 
called the majority Black female attendees "washwomen." Id. at 213. Bradby and other 
attendees concluded that it was a derogatory term and discriminatory. ld. It was 
undisputed that one of the two selectees for the position was a Black, female employee. 
H.T.(VIII) at 9. 

207. Sometime in 2006, Bradby applied for a permanent Lead Customer Service 
Representative positionY Id. at 10. Bradby made the best qualified list but was not 
chosen to fill the vacancy. The selectees were Andrea Clark (Black, female), Belinda 
Brazwell (Black, female) and Donita Brown (Black, female). fd. at 10-11. Bradby 
admitted that all Lead Customer Service Technician positions in the Customer Service 
Branch are held by Black females. Id. at 1 I. 

208. Harriet Gantt (Black, female) began her employment with the Agency in 1982. She was 
first hired as a GS-12 Operations Research Analyst and Computer Scientist. In 1989, she 
received a promotion 10 a GS-13 Section Chief. In 1995, she became a Team Leader of 
the Performance and Capacity Planning Team at the GS-13 level. From 1995 to 2003, 
her supervisor was Carolyn Brooks (Black, female), Branch Chief. H.T.(XI) at 7. In 
2004, her supervisor became Don Chaney (White, male), Branch Chief. Her Division 

13 While Bradby testified about her failure to receive a promotion to this position , there is no information in this 
record regarding the selecting official or recommending official. In addition, there is no vacancy announcement for 
this position. 
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DirectOr from 1989 to the present is Pat Mouney (Whitc, male). 

209. Since 2000, Gantt has applied for a little more than 20 GS-14 positions. She has been on 
the best qualified list for all bUI one of the vacancies, but not selected. Id. at 10. 

210. Sometime in 1999 or 2000, Gantt filed a grievance against Mooney because she was 
denied an opponunity to serve in a l20-day detail. An arbitrator ordered the Agency to 
provide Gantt with the opportunity to be detai led into the position. Id. at 16. She 
testified that she never received a continuous 120-day detail with a temporary promotion. 
Id. at 18-20. 

211. In September 2004, Gantt applied for the Branch Chief position advertised under vacancy 
announcement K-1919. The recommending official was Mooney. Gantt was interviewed 
by a panel that included Mooney, Roderick Hairston (Black, male) and Ann Amrhein 
(White, female). The selecting official was Philip Becker (White, male), Associate 
Commissioner of the Office of Telecommunications and System Operations. Gantt 
testified that Mooney did not permit her to serve a l20-day detail in the position. Id. at 
18. She proffered no evidence to show that Mooney pennitted any other employee to 
serve a l20-day detail in the position. Gantt testified that Mooney instead implemented a 
series of 30-day rotational assignments amongst Gantt and other team leaders so that the 
duties of the position could be completed while the Agency prepared to post the position. 
Id.at 18-19. 

212. The panelists ranked all of the people that they interviewed as "not recommended," 
"recommended" or "highly recommended." They placed Gantt in the "not 
recommended" category. [d. at 74. The rationale provided by the panelists for giving 
Gantt tile rating of "not recommended" was that she "did not convey to the interview 
panel that she has recent in-depth project or mainframe tool experiences to be 
recommended to the mainframe capacity branch chief position at this time." Id. at 74-75. 
Gantt disputed this assessment and stated that she provided the panel with a good deal of 
information on her background and experience 3t the interview. Jd. at 20-22. 

213. She testified that she was exceedingly qualified for the position because she had worked 
in the division since 1989, she helped develop and grow the division, she had been 
responsible for the job duties in the position for several years and even drafted the 
practices for collection of data in the division. Id. al II. Gantt made the best quali fled 
list but was not selected to fill the vacancy. The Agency selected Chaney. 

214. In December 2005, Gantt applied for a Branch Chief position under V AN K-20 16. Id. at 
23. The select ing official for the position was Becker and Mooney was the 
recommending official. Gantt made the best qualified li st but was not se lected. The 
selectee was Michelle Good (White, female). Gantt testified that she was more qualified 
for the position because the actual work that the branch was performing or scheduled 10 
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be performing was already being done in her work area. Id. at 25. She stated that this 
portion of the duties was to be removed from her work area and added to the work of the 
new branch. Id. In addition, she stated that she had been employed with the Agency 
longer than Good. Id. at 76. 

215. Becker wrote a memorandum to Bill Gray stating his reason for recommending Good for 
the vacancy. He stated that Good demonstrated a st ronger background and experience 
with the Lise of distributed systems and tools, especially the UN IX platfoml and the 
emerging "Proactive" Client Vantage View technology. See J. Ex. 84e. He stated that 
she demonstrated the in-depth project leadership experiences with distributed DDS sites 
which the other highly recommended candidate did not demonstrate. Id. In addition, he 
1100ed that she had the requisite management skills. technical and capacity management 
experiences and expertise that are necessary to perfonn the leadership role as the branch 
chief. Id. Gantt did not testify that she possessed these same skills. 

216. Margaret Hoard (Black, female) became an employee of the Agency in 2001. H.T.(XI) at 
95. Prior to her employment with the Agency, she had served as a police officer for 10 
years. She began her employment with the Agency as a Telephone Service 
Representative, GS-5. 

217. In 2003, she was selected as a Benefit Technical Examiner, GS-7, with the Agency. In 
October 2003, she was promoted to (he GS-9 level in the same position. She worked in 
the Division of Intemational Operations. Id. at 109. 

218. In 2005, Hoard applied for VAN 8-3200 for a developmental training program. She was 
not interviewed for the position. lnell Moore (B lack, female) was the Director of the 
Division of International Operations in January 2006. She approved the candidates from 
the Division of International Operations to be considered forthe program. Jd. at 109. 

219. The selecting official was Carolyn Simmons (Black, female). Associate Commissioner 
for the Office of Central Operations. Hoard made the best qualified list hut was not 
selected. The selectees were Michael Brannan (White, male), John Jones (Black, male) 
and Rhonda Lowery (Black, female). 

220. Michelle Ball (Black. female) became an employee for the Agency in 198 1. H. T.(IX) at 
211. In 2000, she lVas employed as a GS-9IT Specialist. Id. at 213. 

221. In 2006, she applied for a position as a GS-II IT Specialist under VAN K-203 7. She 
made the best qualified list, but was not selected. The recommending official was Kathi 
Harri son (B lack, female), Division Director and the selecting official was Phil Becker 
(Whi te, male), former Deputy Associate Commissioner of the Office of 
Telecommunications. The selectee was Joseph Iannuzzi (Wh ite, male). 
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222. The position under VAN K·2037 was for midnight shift work. [d. at 222. The selectee 
had to be available for employment from 12 a.l11. to 8:30 a.m. When Ball worked as a 
OS-9 IT Specialist for the period prior to 2006, she had been written up for lateness 4 
times. [d. at 228. In one of the disciplinary actions, her manager, Connie Lipscomb 
(Black, male) documented that Ball had been late 20 times. /d. at 230. She also admitted 
that she had been counseled for her tardiness. Id. The Agency stated that Ball was not 
selected for VAN K-2037 because it involved night shift work with less supervision. 
Since Ball had been late to work on several occasions prior to the announcement of the 
vacancy, she could not be placed In a position of responsibility and independence in 
which such matters could not be closely monitored. 

223. In 2007. Ball applied for a OS- II position in the Division of Resource Management and 
Acquisition under VAN K-2150. She made the best qualified list, but was not selected. 
The selecting official was Roderick Hairston (Black, male), Deputy Associate 
Commissioner. Joint Stipulation Of Undisputed Facts at 9. The recommending official 
was Neil Whaley (Native American, male), Division Director of the Division of Resource 
Management and Acquisition. /d. The selectee was Barbara Maddox (White, female). 
ld. 

224, Whaley wrote a memorandum to Hairston stating his reason for recommending Maddox 
for the vacancy. He stated that Maddox was the only candidate rated highly 
recommended by the interview panel "based on her experience and willingness to learn," 
she has experience with the acquisition and budget process and her Branch Chief and 
Division Director gave her outstanding recommendations. 1. Ex. 67e. He averred that 
Ball was not recommended by the panel based on her lack of experience with the budget 
and acquisition process and her inaccurate description of these processes. Id. 

225. Ball testified that she performed better than Maddox in the interview because Maddox 
told her that she was terribly nervous. In addition, she stated that she was more qualified 
than Maddox for the vacancy. H.T.(IX) at 241-242. 

226. In 2008, Ball was promoted to a OS-II IT Specialist position as a result ofa vacancy to 
which she applied. !d. at 213. Harrison was the recommending official for the vacancy. 
Id. at 243. She recommended Ball for the promotion. 

227. Cynthia Johnson (Black, female) began working for the Agency in 1969. On August 29, 
1999, Johnson was promoted to a as- 13 position with the Agency. H.T.(VI) at 174-175. 

228. Sometime between 2001 and 2003, Johnson 's work product came to the attention of Jo 
Ellen Felice (White, female), Associate Commissioner for the Office of Income Security 
Programs (OISP). Id, at 238. Felice learned that Johnson had informed an Amish person 
who had paid social security taxes for 30 years and attempted to collect the benefit that he 
could not because he had not filled out a form stating that he is no longer Amish and does 
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not wish to abide by the tenets of tile group. lei. at 239. Felice infonncd Johnson that her 
advice was not good and that they had 10 find a way around the problem. ld. 

229. Felice testified that Johnson as a GS· 13 should have used better judgment in advising the 
field office regarding the Amish man's situation and should have been aware of the 
potential political consequences of the advice. Id. at 244. Furthernlore, Felice 
emphasized that Johnson failed to bring this problem to the attention of her managers and 
that the first she heard of it was when the Commissioner of the Agency called her into his 
office to explain what happened. [d. at 239, 247. 

230. In 2004, Johnson applied for the position of GS-14 Lead Social Insurance Specialist 
(Team Leader) li sted under VAN U-468. The position was located in the Office of 
Beneficiary Determinations. Jd. at 225. The selecting official was Nancy Veillon 
(White, female), former Associate Commissioner for the OISP. Joint Stipulation Of 
Undisputed Facts at 16. The recommending officials were Darrell Blevins (White, male), 
Director of the Office of Eligibility and Enumeration Policy and Vance Teel (Black, 
male), Former Director of the Office of Beneficiary Determinations and Services. Id. 
The selectees were Linda Baer (White, female) and Albert Fatur (White, male). [d. 
Blevins recommended Baer and Teel recommended Fatur. Id. 

231. Baer had been promoted to a GS-13 position on June 20, 1999. H.T.(VI) at 176. Fatur 
had been promoted to the GS·13level on March 2,1997. /d. Felice testified that Baer 
worked in the Office of Enumeration as a grade 13, she was an excellent analyst, she 
knew her area very well and made a number of presentations to her and Veillon. Id. at 
227. Felice stated that Fatur is an expel1 in the area o[SSI, is an excellent analyst and 
writer. Jd. at 228. Felice did not playa role in the selection process. 

232. Veillon wrote a memorandum justifying her recommendation ofBaer and Farur for 
selection. She stated that Baer should be selected because she served as a Lead Social 
Insurance Specialist in the Office of Enumeration, her leadership abilities had been 
demonstrated in her work on a number of sensitive, high·profilc policy issues, she 
mentors lower.graded employees on her own team and on other teams and her experience 
with executive· level handling of complex agency programmatic issues have given her a 
solid background to successfully handle the functions of the GS·14 Lead Social Insurance 
Specialist position at issue in VAN U·468. 1. Ex. 50e. 

233. In the same memorandum, Veillon recommended the promotion of Fatur to the GS·14 
Lead Social Insurance Specialist position because he has substantial experience working 
as the lead analyst and agency expert in the development and evaluation ofSSI policy 
and procedures in the living arrangements, institutionalization and resources areas. Id. 
She stated that he demonstrated his leadership abilities in his work on a number of 
sensitive, high·profile policy issues. developed the income and resources policy for the 
Medicare Part 0 subsidy, wrote the related regulations, developed documents explaining 
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the computations and actlvely panicipated in 7 workgroups. Id. She added that Fatur's 
experience with executive level handling of complex agency programmatic issues enable 
him to successfully handle the functions of the team leader position under V AN U·468. 
[d. 

234. 10hnson testified that while Baer and Fatur appeared to have been GS-13 level employees 
longer than she, her position was reclassified in 1999 and she was deemed to have been 
in a GS·13 level position back to 1993. H.T.(VI) at 178. Johnson testified that she was 
beneT qualified to fill the vacancy than Baer because Baer had only been in OISP for 7 
years while Johnson had worked in the division for 20 years. Id. at 179. 

235. In January 2005, Johnson applied for the position of Lead Sociallnsurance Program 
Policy Advisor in the Office of the Deputy Commissioner for the OISP under VAN U-
481. Id. at 11 7. She made the best qualified list, but was not selected. The selecting 
official was Veillon. Joint Stipulation Of Undisputed Facts at 17. The recommending 
official was Tim Kelley (White, male), supervisor in the Office of Legislation and 
Congressional AfTairs. Id. The selectee was Mary Lea (White, female). 

236. Johnson testified that she was more qualified for the vacancy than Lea because Lea spent 
a year and a half working in the Division of Coverage at OISP. She admitted that prior to 
joining OISP, Lea had worked for 15 years in the field office as a claims representative. 
H.T.(VI) at 186. She also averred that Lea had worked in the Agency's Office of 
Legislative Affairs for a few years prior to her selection for VAN U-481 and in a 
Congressman 's office. Id. at 187, 191. The position was located in the Office of 
Legislative Affairs. [d. 

237. Johnson stated Ihal she had a 20-year tenure with the Agency and a greater amount of 
policy experience than Lea. /d. at 118-119. 

238. In November 2005, Johnson applied for the position of Lead Social Insurance Specialist 
(Team Leader) in OISP under VAN U-502. She made the best qualified list, but was not 
selected. Veillon was the selecting official and the recommending official was James 
Carey (White, male), Acting Director of the Office of Beneficiary Detemlination and 
Services. Joint Stipulation Of Undisputed Facts at 17. Steven Auerback (White, male) 
was selected to fill the vacancy. /d. 

239. Johnson testified that she was more qualified to fill the vacancy than Auerback because 
there was a period of time during her "20-year tenure in OSIP that [she] worked at the 
request of management in the representati ve payee section" of the Agency. H.T(VI) at 
124. She stated that Auerback worked in the same particular area for a "period of maybe 
six-maybe 12 years." Id. Johnson did not tcstify that she had done the payee section 
work for a period of time that exceeded the amount of time that Aucrback had spent 
doing the same work. She emphasized in her testimony that she had worked for the 
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Agency longer than Auerback and had a more diverse work experience in DIS? than 
Auerback. It!. at 124. 

240. Veillon justified the selection of Auerback by stating that "it would be very difficult to 
find anyone in the Agency with Steve's experience and technical knowledge of the 
representative payee area." Id. at 126. She also stated that he is "self-motivated and 
understands what needs to be done to improve the payee program, the rep payee selection 
process and the rep payee system." Id. While Johnson did not dispute that Aucrback's 
experience in the payee area exceeded her own, she stated that her expertise and tenure 
with the Agency overall exceeds that of the selectee. !d. at 127. 

241. In December 2006, Johnson applied for the Supervisory Insurance Specialist position 
under VAN U-534. She was deemed qualified, but not selected. The selecting official 
was Veillon. The individuals selected were Samuel Foster (Black, male), Diane Reuwer 
(White, female), Margaret Handel (White, female), Ann Maria Beard (Black, female), 
Virginia McCaskey (\Vhite, female), Ann Augustine (White, female), Paul Kelly (White, 
male) and Kelly Krietzke (White, male). loint Stipulation Of Undisputed Facts at 17. 

242. Johnson testified that she was more qualified than the selectees for the position because 
of "[her] relative policy experience and tenure in OISP, 20-year tenure in OISP policy." 
H.T.(VJ) at 131. The team leader position filled by Augustine was located in the 
Eligibility and Evidence Team. Augustine had been working on the team for a 
considerable period of time prior to the announcement of the vacancy. [d. at 197. Other 
selectees had experience, skills and attributes specific to the position that exceeded 
Johnson's more generalized experience. !d. at 197-203. 

V. APPLICABLE LAW AN D REGUALTJO NS 

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act provides that it is unlawful for an employer "to fail or 
refuse to hire or to discharge any individual , or otherwise to discrimina te against any individual 
with respect to his comp~ll::;ation. tenns, conditions, or privileges of employment. because of 
such individual's race, color, religion, sex., or national origin." 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)( I). 

A complainant may rely on two different theories to support a claim oful1lawful 
discrimination. The fi rst is a disparate treatment theory in which the complainant alleges that the 
Agency intentionally based an employmelll decision on the complainant's protected class. See, 
e.g., 1111'1 8M ofTealllslers v. VIIi red Srales, 431 U.S. 324, 335 (1977). Tbe second is a 
disparate impact theory in which a complainant charges that a policy which is facially neutral in 
its treatment of different groups falls more harshly on one group over another. 42 U.S. § 2000e-
2(k)(I); Teamsters, 431 U.S. at 335. Claims under the disparate treatment theory may also 
involve allegations of a "pattem or practice of discrimination affecting an entire class of 
individuals." Pallller v. ShIlIIZ, 8 15 F.2d 84 (D.C. Cir. 1987). See also, Tealllsrers, 431 U.S. at 
335. 
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Single Incident Disparate Treatment Cases 

In the typical Title VII disparate treatment case, the complainant bears the burden to 
initially establish a prima facie case of discrimination. Tex. Dep 'f ofCmty. Affairs v. Burdille, 
450 U.S. 248 (1981); McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green, 411 U.S. 792 (1973); Mitchell v. Data 
General Corp., 12 FJd 1310 (4th Cir. 1993). If a prima/acie case is established, the burden 
shifts to the Agency 10 articulate a legitimate, nondiscriminatory reason for the challenged 
actioll. Bllrdine, 450 U.S. at 253-4; MeDotlllell DOllglas, 411 U.S. at 802. Complainant may 
then show that the explanation offered by the Agency is not the true reason, but a mere pretext 
for discrimination. Burdille, 450 U.S. at 256; McDollllell Douglas, 411 U.S. at 804. However, it 
is not enough to disbelieve the employer's articulated reason. In addition, the fact-finder must 
believe Complainant's explanation of intentional discrimination. SI. MOlY'S HOllor Clr. v. Hicks, 
509 U.S. 502 (1993). 

The ultimate burden of persuading the trier of faci that the Agency discriminated against 
the complainant always remains with complainant. As noted by the United States Supreme 
Court, the factual circumstances necessarily vary in discrimination cases. ld. Consequently, the 
Supreme Court has developed models for certain common situations to assist in determining 
whether a prima/ode case has been established. See Burdine, 450 U.S. at 256 n.6; McDonnell 
DOllglas, 411 U.S. at 802 n.13. 

Generally, in order to establish a prima facie case of discrimination based on race and 
gender, a complainant must demonstrate that: (I) she is a member of the protected classes; and 
(2) she was treated differently, with respect to some condition of employment, from others 
outside of her protected classes and in a manner that creates an inference of discrimination. 
BOllds v. Leavill, 629 FJd 369 (4" Cir. 2011); Merrill v. Old Domillioll Freight Lille, Ille., 601 
F.3d 289 (4" Cir. 2010); Evalls v. Tech. Applieatioll & Servo Co., 875 F. Supp. 1115 (D. Md. 
1995), ajJ'd, 80 F.3d 954 (4th Cir. 1996); Sallllders v. Stolle, 758 F. Supp. 1143 (E.D. Va. 
1991)(citing MeDollllell DOllglas, 411 U. S. 792 (I 973)), a!J'd, 948 F.2d 1282 (4th Cir. 1991). 

Pattern or Practice Disparate Treatment Case 

The Class Agents' Prima Facie Case 

Class Agents advancing a pattern or practice theory of discrimination have the initial 
burden of establishing that discrimination was the Agency's standard operating procedure. 
Teamsters, 431 U.S. at 336. In order to make a primafocie case, the Class must show that the 
discriminatory acts were not isolated, accidental or sporadic. Id. The Class must also show 
disparities in the treatment of one protected class over another. One means of making this 
showing is through the use of statistical evidence. 

Statistics can be an important source of proof in employment discrimination cases, since 
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"absent explanation, it is ordinarily to be expected that nondiscriminatory hiring practices will in 
time result in a work force more or less representative of the racial and ethnic composition of the 
population in the community from which employees are hired." Hazelwood Sch. Dist. v. United 
States, 433 U.S. 299, 307 (1977). When the Class relies solely on statistics to demonstrate 
disparity between the classes, the disparity must be sufficiently large so that the probability that 
the disparity resulted from chance is small. Palmer, 815 F.2d at 92. See also, Haze/wood, 433 
U.S. at 308 (where gross statistical disparities can be shown, they alone may, in a proper case, 
consti tute prima facie proof of pattern or practice of discrimination). The Supreme Court has 
stated that, as a general rule for large samples, random disparity would be suspect if the 
difference between the expected value and the observed number is greater than two or three 
standard deviations. Caslalleda v. Partida, 430 u.s. 482, 497 n. 17 (1977). See also, 
Hazelwood, 433 U.S. at 309. Circumstantial evidence that the disparity was, more likely than 
not, a product of unlawful discrimination will suffice to prove a pattern or practice disparate 
treatment claim. Palmer, 815 F.2d at 90. 

Agency's Burden 

The Agency may defeat the prima/acie showing ofa pattern or practice discrimination 
case by demonstrating that the Class's proof is either inaccurate or insignificant. An employer 
can do this by showing that the Class's statistics are flawed or by introducing additional 
statist ical evidence. Hohider v. United Parcel Sen/ice, Inc., 574 FJd 169, 178 (3d. Cir. 2009); 
FlIrr v. Seagale Tech., /Ile., 82 F.3d 980, 986 (10th Cir. 1996), cerl. dellied, 519 U.S. 1056 
(1997). While some circuits have simply allowed an employer to introduce proof that statistics 
are inaccurate or insignificant in order to defeat the prima facie showing, Bemard v. Gulf Oil 
Corp., 841 F.2d 547, 568 (5th Cir. 1988), cerl. dellied, 497 U.S. 1003 (1990), others have held 
that an employer may not rebut an inference of discrimination by merely pointing to flaws in the 
Class Agent's statistics. EEOC v. Gelleral Telepholle Co., 885 F.2d 575, 581 (9th Cir. 1989), 
cen. denied, 498 U.S. 950 (1990). In these ci rcuits, an employer who claims that the statistics are 
nawed due to a missing factor must establish that this factor can explain the disparities as a 
product of a legitimate, nondiscriminatory criterion. [d. at 580. 

The Agency may also rebut the Class's statistical praafby cla iming that the comparisons 
used by the C lass were inappropriate. Comparisons usually focus on the composition of the 
indiVIduals in the at-issue jobs and the composit ion of the qualified population in the relevant 
labor market. See Wards COl'e Packillg Co. v. AIIIOllio, 490 U.S. 642, 650-651 (1989). For 
some courts, the proper measure of tile re levant labor market should always be the pool of actual 
applicants for a particular job or promotion. Moore v. Hughes Helicopter, fn c., 708 F.2d 475, 
482 (9th Cif. 1983). Where specialized skills are legitimately required for employment, the 
proper comparison is between the composition of the Agency's work force and the qua lified 
population. Davis v. Califa"o, 613 F.2d 957, 963 11.40 (D.C. Cir. 1979) (citing Ha=elwood,433 
U.S. at 308). See also De Medilla v. Reil/flOrdl, 686 F.2d 997,1003 (D.C. C ir. 1982). When the 
"job qualifications involved are ones that relatively few possess or can acquire, statist ical 
presentations that fail to focus on those qualifications will not have large probative value." 
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ValelllillO v. United SUlte~ Postal Service, 674 F.2d 56, 68 (O.C. Cir. 1982). Failure by the 
Agency to discredit the Class's statistical evidence may result in a finding of a panem or practice 
of discrimination as well as an inference of c1ass·wide discrimination. 

If the Agency fails to dispellhe inference of class-wide discrimination, a rebuttable 
presumption exists in favor of individual relief. Franks v. Bowman Trallsp., Co., 424 U.S. 747, 
751 (1976). The Agency then calTies the burden of demonstrating that each of the specific class 
members was denied employment opportunities for legitimate reasons. Allison v. Cirgo 
Petrolellm Corp., 151 FJd 402, 409 (5th Cir. 1998). Thus, aner thc ciass makes a prima!acie 
case creating the presumption of discrimination, the burden shift s to the Agency to prove that, 
notwithstanding its presumptively discriminatory pattern or practice, the decision regarding any 
particular class member was nondiscriminatory. Teamsters, 431 U.S. at 360, 362. 

Disparate Impact Claims 

Disparate impact claims of discrimination examine actions by employers that are "fair in 
form but discriminatory in operation." Griggs v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 431·2. To apply 
the disparate impact theory, the Class Agent must allege and prove that the di sparities between 
classes of individuals were caused by a facially neutral criterion or policy that disadvantaged one 
protected class of individuals over another. Palmer, 815 F.2d at lIS n.21. Unlike a pattern or 
practice of discrimination, the motivation of the Agency is not relevant. Even if the Agency is 
not using a facially neutral policy or test as a subterfuge to discriminate, a test or policy with a 
discriminatory impact is sti ll subject to challenge. 

Class's Prima Facie Case 

fn order for the Class to establish a prima facie case of di sparate impact, the Class must 
prove, generally through statistical comparisons, that the challenged practice or selection device 
has a substantial adverse impact on a protected group. § 2000e-2(k)(I)(A)(i); Griggs, 401 U.S. at 
426,431·2. The Class must first identify the employment practice allegedly responsible forthe 
complained of dispa,ities. §2000e-2(k)( I )(B)(i); Watson v. Ft. Worth Bank & Trust, 487 U.S. 
977, 994 (1988). The Class must "demonstrate that each particular challenged employment 
practice causes a disparate impact unless the Class is able to demonstrate that the elements of the 
Agency's decisionmakillg process are not capable of separation for analysis; then, the 
decisionmaking process may be analyzed as one employment practice. §2000e-2(k)(I)(B)(i). 
After identifying the particular employment practice, the Class must produce stat istical evidence 
showing that the challenged practice causes a disparate impact. 42 U.S.c. §2000e-2(k)(I)(A)( i) ; 
Gulino v. N.Y. State Edltc. Dept., 460 FJd 361, 382 (2d. Cir. 2006), cert. dellied, 554 U.S. 917 
(2008); see, Pattem or Practice, supra. 

Agency's Burden 

After the Class has established a prima facie case of disparate impact discrimination, the 
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burden of persuasIOn shins to the Agt.::ncy. The Agency may rebut it one of two ways. The 
Agency may directly attack the Class's statistical proof by pointing out the deficiencies or 
fallacies in the analysis. Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321, 331 (1977); Warson, 487 U.S. at 
996. This includes demonstrating that the specific employment practice does not cause the 
disparate impact. 

The Agency may also rebut the Class's prima Jacie case by showing that the challenged 
practice is job related for the position in question and consistent with business necessity. §2000e-
2(k)(I)(A)(i). According to Griggs, the touchstone ofa disparate impact defense is business 
necessity . Griggs, 401 U.S. at 431. An employment practice which operates to exclude a 
protected group and which cannot be shown to be related to job perfonnance is to be prohibited. 
Jd. Although the Civil Rights Act of 1991 does not define the term "job-related" or explain what 
constitutes business necessity, the Court has found that the job requirement must be "essential to 
job performance." Dothard, 433 U.S. at 321. Several other cases have determined that to rebut a 
prima facie case of disparate impact, an otherwise neutral job requirement or policy must have a 
"manifest relationship to the employment." COllnecticut \I. Teal, 457 U.S. 440, 446 (1982); 
Griggs, 401 U.S. at 432; Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 425 (1975). 

Class's Final Burden of Proof 

If the Agency is able to demonstrate that the allegedly discriminatory practice is job
related and a business necessity. the Class may sti ll prevail by showing that the Agency has 
refused to adopt an alternative employment practice which would effectively serve the Agency's 
legitimate interests without having a disparate impact on a protected class. §2000e-2(k)( I )(A)(ii). 
Essentially, the Class can overcome the Agency's proof of job-relatedness and business necessity 
by proving pretext, that is, by proving that an alternative policy or practice could be adopted 
which would accomplish the same goal and that the employer refuses to adopt it. See, §§2000e-
2(k)(I)(A)(ii), (k)(I)(c). The Class need not prove that such an alternative practice would be 
equally effective or economical as the current practice. It simply needs to accomplish the 
legitimate goals of the Agency. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

Class's Case For Statistical Significance in Promotions 

Under both the disparate impact and pattern or practice analysis for proving their case for 
class-wide discrimination in the promotion of Black, female GS-7 through GS-13 employees in 
Maryland, Class Agents relied all the statistical data compiled and examined by their expert to 
show a significant disparity in the promotion rates of Black females. This reliance was to their 
detriment. The work of their expert was deeply flawed, suspect and unreliable. Indeed, her 
analysis was so poorly explained that no conclusion can be made from her work that Black 
females were lInderpromoted in a statistically significant manner or discriminated against in 
promotions as a class. 
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The first error that the Class's expert made was in counting the aClualnumber of Black 
female employees in each of the general schedule grade positions. For example, Dr. Klemm, the 
expert in statistics for the Class Agents, began her examination by establishing the number of 
active employees as of December 31 of each year from 2001 through 2006. See Klemm Report 
Ex. I. For the year 2003, she detelll1ined that there were 727 Black women in the Agency's 
work force at the GS-12 grade level. See Klemm Report Ex, I, Dr, Seberhagen, the expert 
Industrial/Organizational Psychologist for the Class, who also examined the promotion rates for 
Black women for the year 2003, concluded that there were 553 Black women in the work force 
at the grade 12 level. First Declaration of Lance Scberhagen, Table II , Both experts for the 
class had the same work force information from the Agency. This same discrepancy occurred 
for the active Black female employees eligible for a promotion in 2003 at the grade 13 level. Dr. 
Klemm detemlined that there were 464 Black females and Dr. Seberhagen determined that there 
lVere 321 Black females eligible for a promotion at the grade 13 level. 

Dr. Klemm's explanation for the discrepancy was that she may have overcounted the 
active workforce because she did not know if individual employees had been terminated or were 
on permanent leave, maternity leave or some sort of temporary leave. Dr. Simpson, the 
Agency's statistical expert. examined the same files, using the same computer programs that Dr. 
Klemm and Dr. Seberhagen used, in an effol1 to recreate Dr. Klemm's work. Dr. Simpson 
received workforce totals that were consistent with the numbers in Dr. Seberhagen's analysis. 
The Class did not challenge this testimony. Thus, even at the inception of her analysis in Exhibit 
I, Dr. Klemm inaccurately calculated the number of Black females in the work force. 

This same problem continued in Dr. Klemm's count of the promotion totals at issue in 
this case, Initially, Dr. Klemm concluded that there lVere 11,366 total promotions to grades 8 
through 14 for the period frol1l2001 to 2006, See Klemm Report Ex, 2, After she removed 
some, but not all career ladder promotions, she concluded that there were actually 10,226 
promotions. Klemm Reply, Ex. 2 (updated). Even after having determined that there were 
10,226 promotions at issue between 2001 through 2006, she admitted that this number was 
flawed because she erroneously included wage grade promotions in her count, did not eliminate 
all career ladder promotions, included promotions in the Office, of General Counsel and Office of 
Inspector General and included promotions that occurred in Denver, Boston, Philadelphia, ew 
York, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, San Francisco and different parts of the country. H.T.(lX) 
at 55·57. In essence, Dr. Klemm included information for promotions that were not at issue in 
this case and even included data that was specifically excluded from the class definition. 

Unlike Dr. Klemm, Dr. Simpson eliminated individuals who were not at headquarters 
during the specific years at issue in the case, by using the PCH file, removed noncompetitive 
promotions and limited his inquiry to GS grade employees in order to dcremline the number of 
promotions at issue. As a result, hc determined that Dr. Klemm overstated the number of 
promotions at issue by 5,000. H.T.(XV) at 82. Once again, the Class did not rebut Dr. 
Simpson's testimony or challenge his analysis with regard to the number of people in the 
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workforce that should have been considered by Dr. Klemm or the promotion figures that she 
should have used in conducting her analysis. 

When Dr. Klemm first created Exhibit 2, she detennined that Black females were 
underrepresented in a statistically significant manner in promotions to grades GS-9, II, 12 and 
13. Later, she updated Exhibit 2 by eliminating some carc,cr ladder promotions and admitted that 
she did not eliminate all of them because she failed to understand the codes for career ladder 
promotions and interpret them properly. H.T.(lX) at 36, 41-43. She also ignored the lime-in
grade requirement t4 (an essential precondition for eligibility to a promotion) because by 
admission, she did not understand how it operates and did not know whether the rule had 
actually been violated in promotion decisions. Id. at 62-63. 

After updating Exhibit 2 by eliminating only some, but not all of the career ladder 
promotions, Dr. Klemm then determined that Black females were only underrepresented in a 
statistically significant manner in promotions to grades GS-II, 12 and 13. Had Dr. Klemm 
eliminated at least all of the career ladder promotions from her data, her conclusions regarding 
the underrepresentation of Black females in promotions to grades GS-II, 12 and 13 may not 
have been supponed. 

Dr. Klemm 's flawed calculations continued in Exhibit 3 of her repoll. Exhibit 3 analyzed 
promotions of Black women and other employees for the period from 200 I through 2006 to 
grades 8 through 14. Once again, Dr. Klemm did not exclude all career ladder promotions in 
Exhibit 3. She also did not factor in the time-in-grade requirement. Further. she included 
information from pay plans outside of the OS pay plan. It is undisputed that selections of 
individuals within a pay plan outside of the OS plan are not at issue in this case. 
Notwithstanding these serious lapses, Dr. Klemm concluded that Black women were 
underpromoted in a statistically significant manner in the workforce from grades 9 to II , grades 
II to 12 and grades 12 to 13. See Klemm Reply, Ex. 3 (updated). 

Admittedly, the data compiled by Dr. Klemm in her updated versions of Exhibits I, 2 and 
3 were what she deemed "first blush" examinations oflhe data . This "first blush" examination 
was designed to be a preliminary view of the trend in promotions for Black females. As lax as 
Dr. Klemm 's work was in examining this data and placing information in her analysis that failed 
to comport with the definition of the class, the trend in her "first blush" analysis demonstrated 
that Black females were possibly underpromoted only to grades 11, 12 and 13. Her "first blush" 
analysis did not support llilderpromotion to grades 8, 9, 10 or 14. In essence. her "first blush" 
analysis, as flawed as it was, did not demonstrate class-wide discrimination in promotions across 
the board for Black females occupying grades GS-7 through grades GS-13 at the Agency's 
headqu311crs who had attempted to obtain promotions to the next highest grade. 

14 The time.in.grade requiremenl demands that those eligible for promotion had 10 have spent al least one year of 
time at the next lower grade pnor to the promotion. 
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Dr. Klemm's Exhibit 4 gathered data from competitive selections for the period from 
2000 to 2007 . The data that she included in Exhibit 4, the analysis that she conducted and 
conclusions from the data was as flawed as the work that she did and conclusions she made in 
Exhibits 1,2, and 3. As a consequence, the results from Exhibit 4 are not reliable and the 
conclusions made by Dr, Klemm from her examination are not worthy of credence, 

To create Exhibit 4, counsel for the class hired temporary employees to review vacancy 
announcements, tab documents for copying, extract relevant data and elller the data into an 
electronic data base known as the manually entered vacancy candidate pools (MEVCP). 
Sometime in the middle of creating the MEVCP. the temporary employees stopped the work and 
began to use the job announcement status check (lASC). It is undisputed that the JASC is an 
incomplete data file used by Agency employees 10 dctemline the status of their job applications. 
Beyond the complications created by abandoning a review of the actual vacancy announcement 
packages, Dr, Klemm's testimony regarding overseeing the work of the temporary employees 
was problematic and less than credible. She testified at hearing that she observed the temporary 
employees entering data for the MEVCP. H.T.(IX) at 133, However, at her deposition, prior to 
trial , she admitted that she did not see the temporary employees enter the data. ld. She testified 
at the hearing that she had engaged in a sampling technique for Exhibit 4 and then admitted that 
she had stated at her prior deposition that she had engaged in no sampling technique for any of 
her analysis. Id, at 148. She continued to testify in a contradictory manner throughout the 
hearing. 

Initially. she testified at trial that she compared all of the lASC with the paper best 
qualified files that her office had. Id. at 152. Later she amended her test imony to state that she 
compared the "actual lists created manually electronically [sic] to electronic files," [d. at 153. 
After several efforts by the Agency to cross-examine her regarding the steps that she took to 
verify the data, Dr. Klemm failed to answer the question of whether she pulled a paper best 
qualified list and verified that the manually entered information from any given best qualified list 
was accurate. Id. at 154-155. Later, Dr. Klemm then asserted that she had compared the paper 
best qualified lists with the information entered into the MEVCP at least 10 times because of 
specific questions that she had, but refused to speculate on the number of times that she engaged 
in this inquiry beyond the number 10. Id. at 144-145. Again, she was less than credible. 

Dr, Klemm later added to this testimony by stating that on two or three occasions when 
she merged the JASC with the PCH file and "anything differed," she examined the paper best 
qualified list. /d. at 156. She averred that she only needed to engage in this verification process 
on two or three occasions for the 2700 vacancies at issue because the data matched up exactly. Id. 
She also added thai when she merged the data files and could not match information for 
candidates, the candidate would fall out of her analysis for Exhibit 4, /d. at 160. She had no 
information on how often this circumstance occurred, The contradictory manner in which Dr. 
Klemm testified about her role in gathering the data for Exhibit 4. her poor or nonexistent efforts 
to verify the accuracy of the data and what appeared or failed to appear in Exhibit 4 rendered her 
testimony untrustworthy, 
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Beyond the problems with the manner in which the data for Exhibit 4 was compiled, the 
infonnation contained in it did not meet the definition of the class or the parameters for 
consideration in the class complaint. The class was limited to African-American GS-7 to GS- I 3 
females employed at the Agency's headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland. The class excluded 
A frican-American employees working in the Office of General Counsel and the Office of 
Inspector General. Yel, Dr. Klemm failed to exclude individuals from geographic locations 
outside of Baltimore, Maryland, individuals from OGC and DIG and individuals from pay plans 
other than the general schedule. H.T.(lX) at 53, 84, 109. 

Dr. Klemm included African-American females employed in BasIon, New York, 
Philadelphia, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Denver, San Francisco, Seattle and Falls 
Church, Vi rginia . Dr. Klemm also included vacancy listings for positions outside of the 
headquarters in Maryland. She testified that although the vacancy announcements had codes that 
indicated where the position was located, she did not know what the codes meant or think that the 
Agency was consistent in its use of the codes. H.T.(IX) at 85-86. She had not one example of an 
instance in which the code was incorrect. FurthemlOre, she admitted that she did not confirm 
where the positions were located or where the selectees would be located. Instead, she included 
the data in her analysis. 

Dr. Klemm erroneously included data in Exhibit 4 from vacancy announcements that 
were "reassignment only" listings, A vacancy listed as "reassignment only" by definition is not a 
promotional opportunity. She included data from individuals in pay plans other than the general 
schedule. Only employees in the GS pay plan were part of the class. Nevertheless, Dr. Klemm 
included in Exhibit 4 infonnation from individuals in the "WG, WL, WS and WD" pay grade 
series. While Dr. Klemm included information that was not in line with the class definition or the 
issue in this complaint, she inexplicably excluded complete vacancy announcement information 
from the positions for which the Class Agents applied. It is undisputed that the Class had in its 
possession the complete files for all of the positions for which the Class Agents applied after the 
year 2000. Thus, Exhibit 4 was full of data that did not accurately reflect the class definition or 
Ihe informalion that the Class had to analyze to make their prima facie showing of disparate 
impact or pattern and practice discrimination in promotions. 

When questioned at the hearing regarding the erroneous infonnation underlying Exhibit 
4, Dr. Klemm was unable 10 state what percentage of her numbers were affected by the faulty 
approach to the analysis. She repeatedly testified that her failure 10 conduct an analysis in line 
wilh the class definition had no impact on her results or her conclusion Ihat Black females had 
been underselected in a statistically significant manner for promotion by the Agency. Id. at 11 0, 
121. Her testimony was less than credible and was unsupported by evidence. Although many of 
the deficiencies in her work had been addressed by the Agency's expert in his Response to Class 
Agents' Expcrt Report as early as January 11,2008, Dr. Klemm did not take the opportunity to 
reexamine her work and conduct an analysis designed to show that the deficiencies had no impact 
on her conclusions. 
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Dr. Klemm's errors rendered her analysis unreliable, not worthy of weight and incapable 
of supporting a prima facie showing of statistically significant disparity in promotions for the 
African-American females described in this class. Moreover, Dr. Klemm's inability to clearly 
explain the manner in which she conducted the analysis, the results of the analysis and address the 
erroneous information in her analysis adds to the unreliability of the results. Accordingly, the 
analysis is accorded no weight and is insufficielllto support the class's case for statistical 
disparity under a disparate impact theory of discrimination or a pattern or practice theory of 
intentional discrimination. 

As a final matter, the Class's closing argument makes an effort to overcome the glaring 
defects in the poorly conceived analysis conducted by its expert. Specifically. the Class argued 
that a "defendar:t cannot rebut stat istical evidence ... without introducing evidence to support the 
contention that the missing factor can explain the disparities as a product of a legitimate. 
nondiscriminatory selection criterion" and cited Palmer, Bazemore and Adams v. Ameritecll, 231 
F.3d 414 (th Cir. 2000). However, neither Palmer, Bazemore or Adams properly address the 
problem in this case with the Class's statistical analysis. 

Both Bazemore and Adams focus on the admissibility of statistical evidence that did not 
take into consideration certain variables. However, admissibility of Dr. Klemm's initial expert 
report, rebuttal and reply was nO[ the problem in this case. They were admitted. The overriding 
problem in this case is that Dr. Klemm 's analysis included so much information that was not 
relevant to the class at issue that it rendered her work unreliable and her conclusions of statistical 
disparity untrustworthy. 

The Class cited these cases for the proposition that a defendant should not be permitted to 
challenge "otherwise relevant evidence" on methodological grounds without presenting credible 
evidence that the stat istical proof is defective and a plausible explanation of how the asserted flaw 
is likely to bias the results against his position. See Palmer, 815 F.2d at 101. The assumption by 
the courts in Palmer, Bazemore and Adams is that the statistical studies of the class are relevant 
and reliable. That is not an appropriate conclusion in this case. 

The legitimate points made by the Agency regarding the faulty analysis go to the core of 
the class's case. The class that was certified was African-American females in general schedule 
grades 7 through 13 who were not promO[cd in the Agency's headquarters office in Baltimore, 
Maryland. The class promotion analysis should never have included Black females from outside 
of the general schedule grade series, Black females who were employed in offices outside of 
Maryland or even in the Office of General Counselor Inspector General's Office. The analysis 
should never have included vacancies in offices outside of Maryland. The analysis should nO[ 
have included any noncompetitive career ladder or journeyman promotions and any vacancies that 
were advertised as reassignment only vacancies. Somehow, Dr. Klemm's work included these 
factors that were not a part of the class case at all. The Class Agents' closing argument 
conclusion that the Agency's criticisms of Dr. Klemm's analysis was "nitpicking" was not at all 
correct. 
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While Dr. Klemm repeatedly contended at the hearing that the erroneous data had no 
impact on the pattem of underselection for Black women, she proffered no evidence to support 
her point or even examine the effects of these flaws in the aggregate. Instead, she concluded that 
her work was acceptable because of the high number of standard deviations that she was able to 
calculate. Her testimony inspired no confidence. Indeed when pressed, she could not testify to 
what percentage of her numbers was affected by her faulty approach to the analysis. As a 
consequence, her results are not reliable and her testimony regarding how she obtained her results 
was untrustworthy. Accordingly, [he Class does not make a stat istically significant showing of 
sta tistical disparity in the promotion of Black females as set forth in the class complaint. 

The Class made an effort to employ both the disparate impact and pattern and practice 
legal approaches to proving their case for discrimination. Under the disparate impact approach, 
the Class argued that they made their case for statistically significant disparity in the promotion of 
Black females. They further charged that the policy responsible for this result is the "unfettered 
discretion" exercised by selecting officials in selecting any candidate from the best qualified list, 
without oversight, or the lack of a requirement that the basis for the selection be documented. 

The Class's effort to employ a disparate impact analysis to prove its case was half
hearted at best. First, the Class did not proffer any evidence to show that the purported policy of 
';unfettered disccetion" on the part of selecting officials actually caused the statistical disparity as 
required by Title VII. See 42 U.S.c. §2000e-2(k)(I)(A)(i). Instead, the Class repeatedly returned 
to its claimed results of gross statistical disparity in the promotion levels for Black females, as if 
the level of statistical significance in the promotion numbers, must, without any offer of proof. 
lead to a conclusion that selecting officials had to have exercised excessive subjectivity to cause 
this result. The Class then concludes that "not only was SSA's excessively subjective post-BQL 
selection process prone to bias, it was, in fact, infected with bias against black women and caused 
a disparate impact on their promotability." See Reply of Class Agents To The Agency's Closing 
Argument at p. 3. 

The focus on bias against Black women by selecting officials is little more than an 
argumt:n t for intentional discrimination against the Class cloaked in disparate impact language. 
Indeed, the Class complains in its Reply To The Agency's Closing Argument that decision
makers are governed by subjective criteria sllch as "personal judgment" in their selection 
decisions which the Class posits is a "ready mechanism[J for discrimination." Class Reply To 
The Agency's Closing Argument at pp. 2-3 . Again, this is an effort on the part of the Class to 
examine discriminatory in tent on the part of selecting officials. This is not a disparate impact 
analysis. Accordingly, the Class's disparate impact argument fails. 

Since the Class is unable to make its argument for class-wide discrimination through the 
disparate impact analysis, the only remaining theory is one of disparate treatment. In this 
instance, the Class has argued that the Agency has a pattem and practice of discriminating against 
Black females in promotion decisions. As part of its prima facie case. the Class produced data 
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that purportedly showed statistically significant disparity in promotions for Black females. As set 
f0l1h previously, the Class's data was so flawed that it was unreliable. Accordingly, the Class 
cannot make a prima facie case for stat istically significant disparity in promotions for Black 
female class members. Thus, the Class cannot prevail in its case for class-wide discrimination as 
set forth in its complaint. 

Anecdotal Evidence 

The Class proffered anecdotal eVidence of African-American female class members who 
had been denied promotions during the relevant time period in the complaint. However, the nine 
class members whose testimony was presented at the hearing did not demonstrate class-wide 
discrimination where the number of class members on which the statistical data was based is in 
excess of3000 employees. For the vast majority of these witnesses, the Agency had legitimate 
nondiscriminatory reasons for its selection decision. Furthennore, the Agency was able to defeat 
the arguments made by these witnesses by pointing out that in some of the selection decisions, 
Black, female candidates had received the promotions. For example, in five of the eight positions 
cited by the parties as selections in which Ashley-Siguenza was not promoted discriminatorily, 
Black female candidates were selected. See Joint Stipulation of Undisputed Facts at 6-8. 
Funhermore, Ashley-Siguenza admitted that she did not know the qualifications of the selectees 
for the positions for which she applied, but assumed that as a result of her number of years with 
the Agency, the selectees could not have been more qualified than she for the promotion. Her 
assumptions are nO( evidence of discrimination. 

Like those of Ashley-Siguenza, the vacancies for which Better-Bastfield was not selected 
were filled with at least one Black, female candidate. See Joint Stipulation of Undisputed Facts at 
9-11. Better-Bastfield's testimony did not support any class-wide discrimination of Black 
females or demonstrate that the selection decisions were without merit and especially harmful to 
Black females. 

Bradby and Hoard both referenced vacancies for which they were not selected in which 
tht: Agency selected at least one Black female to fill the vacancy. In the course of this testimony, 
Bradby argued that she should have been selected over the White, male selectee because she had 
worked for the Agency for a longer period of time. Hoard did not set forth arguments to address 
why she should have been selected over the White male selectee, Black male selectee or Black 
fema le selectee. Once again, neither Bradby's nor Hoard's testimony supports a pattern of class
wide discrimination against Black females. 

Ball testified regarding two positions for which she was not selected. They were VAN 
K-2037 and VAN K-2150. The Agency stated that Sail was not se lected for VAN K-2037 
because it involved night shift work with less supervision. Since Ball had been late to work on 
several occasions prior to the announcement of the vacancy, she could not be placed in a position 
of responsibility and independence in which such matters could not be closely monitored. Ball 
did not dispute that she had some time and attendance issues. 
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The Agency chose Maddox for VAN 2150 because she was the only candidate rated 
highly recommended by the intervie \.\' panel "based on her experience and willingness to Jearn ," 
she had experience with the acquisit ion and budget process and her Branch Chief and Division 
Director gave her outstanding recommendations. J. Ex. 67e. Whaley stated that Ball was not 
recommended by the panel based on her lack of experience with the budget and acquisition 
process and her inaccurate description of these processes. Id. Ball did not address the Agency's 
rationale for Maddox's select ion or decision to forego selecting her at the hearing. 

Ball stated in SUPPO" of her belief that she had been discriminated against and denied 
selection for VAN K-21S0 over Maddox that Maddox left the interview overly nervous and 
shaken. Even if true, Ball's observation does not support gender and race discrimination in her 
nonseleclion because she did not address the Agency's rationale for the selection decision. 
Accordingly, Ball's testimony does not support class-wide discrimination on the bases of race and 
gender. 

Macer testified that she was stymied in her efforts to obtain a promotion by a difficult 
working relationship with her immediate superv isor Branch Manager Keith-White. She testified 
that Keith-White did not recommend her for any promotional positions because she repeatedly 
questioned Keith-White 's practices. H.T.(X) at 202. Macer later admitted that Keith-White only 
supervised her for one year during the period from 2000 to 2001. 

It is also undisputed that for all of the positions that Macer applied for after 2000 to the 
present, Keith-White neither served as a recommending or selecting official. Joint Stipulation of 
Undisputed Facts at 18-19. For the one position that Macer testified that she should have 
received, she speculated that one of the selectees had a "personal relationship with the Executive 
Director in the Agency" and that the other selectee was the sister-in-law of Keith-White from a 
second marriage. H. T.(X) at 210. These charges do not support class-wide discrimination in the 
decisions by Agency managers to forego selecting Macer. Macer makes no effort to show how 
her qualilications are superior to the selectees and the selection decisions wholly unfounded. 
Instead, she levies unsubstantiated charges of inappropriate relationships or nepotism. Her 
testimony is not indicative of any pattern of class-wide discrimination as a result of race and 
gender. 

Mildred Owens app lied for approximately 25 positions after 2005. She appearcd on the 
best qualified lists, but was not selected to fill any of them. She testified that for all of the jobs for 
which she applied after 2005, but was not se lected, she was not aware of who the selecting 
official was. She did not know the selectees or their qualifications. She did not know which 
qual ities the se lecting official was seeking. She also was not aware of the race of the selectees. 
H.T.(VID at 143-147. Owens' testimony does not demonstrate or serve as suppon for any pattern 
of class-wide discrimination against Black females. 
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Cynthia Johnson applied for sevt!ral positions aftcr 2004 for which she was qualified, but 
not selected. For the majority of the positions, she points to her longevity with the Agency as 
suppOl1 for her bel ief that she should have been selec ted for the vacancies and that the decision to 
forego selecting her was discriminatory. She does not dispute the in·dcpth knowledge of the 
selectees for the posit ions al issue, but repeatedly referenced "[her] relative policy experience and 
tenure in OISP, 20·year tenure in OISP policy." Her tenure does not overcome the experience of 
the selectees and does not demonstrate the "unfettered" nature of these selection decisions. 
Furthermore, her testimony does not support class·wide discrimination against Black female 
candidates in the Agency's selection decisions. 

Harriett Gantt testified that since 2000, she had applied for a little more than 20 0$· 14 
positions. She, too, pointed to her length of employment with the Agency as support for her 
belief that she was better qualified for the se lections than the selectees. She also focused on her 
experience versus the experience of the selectees. The Agency gave as reason for at least one of 
her nonselections, her poor performance at an interview. Gantt d isputed this testimony. Gantt's 
testimony, while acceptable as anecdotal evidence, does not demonstrate class·wide 
discrimination on the bases ofrace and gender for Black females. It may serve as support fo r her 
own individual complaint of discrimination for nonpromotion into the GS· 14Ievel, but does not 
bolster the case for other Black females in lower grades. 

Accordingly, the anecdotal evidence presented by the class does not demonstrate the 
class's case of a pattern or practice of discrimination against Black females in promotions. 
Without the statistical evidence to support their case, the anecdotal evidence is insufficient for the 
class to prevail on its claim. 

Reliable Evidence Of Disparity 

Although the Class fai led to present reliable evidence of statistically significant d isparity 
in promotions of Black fema le class members, [he Agency produced reliable data that made the 
Class's case for class-wide discrimination. While Dr. Simpson concluded that Black females 
\Vere as likely as olhers to receive noncompeti tive temporary promotions and competitive 
temporary promotions, he did state that Black females were den ied promotions in a statistically 
significant manner in 2001 and 2006. For 2001, he pointed to the underpromotion rate of Black 
females as 2.38 standard deviations. For 2006, he pointed to the underpromotion rate as 2. I 9 
standard deviations. See Revised Simpson Report, Table Cl at p. 22. For 2002, 2003, 2004 and 
2005, he determined that the promotion rate of Black females was not stat istically sign ificant. 

Both Dr. Klemm and Dr. Simpson treated values above 2 standard deviations as 
statistically significant. However, the United States Supreme Court has not advocated any hard 
and fast rules regarding whether a fact finder must find statistically significant disparity at the 2 or 
3 levels. Indeed, Justice O'Connor's plurality opinion in Watson, 487 U.S. at 995 (quoting 
Teamsters, 431 U.S. at 340) stated: 
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"we have not suggt:Med that any paniculnr number of standard devialions can determine 
whether a plaintiff has made out a prima facie case in the complex area of employment 
discrimination ... a case-by-case approach properly reflects our recognition that statist ics 
"come in infinite variety and ... their usefulness depends on all the surrounding facts and 
circumstances. " 

While the case for stat istical significance regarding the promotions in the year 200 1 and 
2006 exists, that case is not particularly strong where the disparity leads to numbers that are close 
to the 2 standard deviation level. tS Indeed, some courts have cautioned against "drawing any 
inferences from standard deviations in the range of I to 3." See EEOCv. American National 
Balik, 652 F.2d 1176, 1192 (4'" Cir. 198 1), em. dellied, 459 U.S. 923 (1982). Furthermore, in 
light of the totality of the circumstance, it does not stand to reason that an employer would 
discriminate across the board in one year such as 200 1 and then wait another five years to again 
discriminate against its Black, female employees in promotions. Accordingly, I do not find that 
the evidence demonstrates that the Agency engaged in a pattern of discrimination against Black 
female employees from years 2000 to the present based on the small statistical disparity in 
promotions for Black females in years 200 t and 2006. 

Beyond the evidence of underpromotion of Black females in 2001 and 2006, Dr. Simpson 
concluded in his expert report that the Agency underpromo,ed Black females to the GS-12 grade 
from 2001 through 2006 in a statistically significant manner. Specifically. he detennined that the 
level ofunderpromotion was 3.48 standard deviations. This evidence is an admission on the part 
of the Agency ofa gross disparity in promotions for Black females to the GS- 12 level and raises 
an inference of discrimination in this matter. This constitutes a prima facie case for the pattern 
and practice analysis of disparate treatment. See Hazelwood, 433 U.S. at 308. 

The Agency has not rebutted this inference of discrimination or othenvise proffered any 
evidence to explain the gross disparity. The Agency offered a feeble explanation through Dr. 
Outtz's testimony that the underrcpresentation of Blacks in the information technology field may 
be a plausible reason for the underselection. However, Dr. Outtz's speculative testimony is not 
bolstered with evidence. Furthennore, Dr. Outtz's testimony appears to address hi ring into fields 
such as information technology. His testllnony does not address the reason for a disparity in 

Ij Dr. Simpson stated In Table C6 "Overall Summary" of his revised repon that there was an overall shortfall in 
compctitive permanent promotions for African-American females from Ihe year 2001 through 2006. He concluded 
Ihat African-American females, in the aggregate, received 54.72 fewer promotions than would have been expected 
(over the course of six years in 3600 promotion decisions) and that the level ofunderpromotion equated to 2.44 
standard deviations. Examining the surrounding facts and circumstances, the 2.44 number is very closc to the lower 
threshold of2 standard deviations and again evidences a small statistical disparity. Further, the shortfall overall of 
the years and grades may be substantially 3ided by thc undcrpromotion numbers specific to selections to GS-12 level 
positions. To the extent that the statistically significant shonfall in promotion levels to GS- 12 positions is 
contributing to the 2.44 standard deviations number across alt gradcs and years. a conclusion that all Black females 
in G5-7 to GS-\3 grades, as set forth in the class definition. were discriminated against in promotions wou ld be 
inaccurate. Accordingly, this decision addresses the problem of the statistically significant disparity in selections 
posed by the underpr011l0lion of Black females into GS-12 positions. 
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promotion levels for cohons who have already been hired by Ihe Agency, are in the same grade in 
the general service, occupational series and reporting to the same Associate Commissioner 
component. 

This fail ure on the part of the Agency to explain the level ofunderpromotion for Black 
females is made worse because the evidence appeared in its own expert's report and not the class 
expert's report. Thus, the Agency was on notice regarding this evidence and that it could be used 
to support a finding of discrimination. Accordingly, the unrebutted inference is sufficient for a 
finding that Black female employees as defined in the class complaint were discriminated against 
in receiving promotions from the year 2000 to the present into GS- 12 level posi tions. While this 
finding differs slightly frolll the complaint brought by the Class, there is support for altering the 
pleadings 10 comport with the evidence in the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Federal Ru les of Civil Procedure 15 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure l5(b)(2) provides that "when an issue not raised by the 
pleadings is tried by the parties' express or implied consent, it must be treated in all respects as if 
raised in the pleadings." Under Ru le 15(b), "amendments are allowed when the parties have been 
given an adequate opportunity to cure any surprise resulting from the change in the pleadings." 
Fed.R.Civ.P. 15(b); See Cook v. City of Bella Villa, 582 FJd 840, 852 (8" Cir. 2009)(citing Kim 
v. Nash Fillch Co., 123 F.3d 1046, 1063(8'" Cir. 1997)). 

Clearly, the Class sought to prove that African-American females employed at the 
Agency's headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland, including employees working in the Security 
West and Metro West facilities, but excluding those in the Office of General Counsel and the 
Office of the Inspector General, in general schedule grades seven through thirteen (GS-7 through 
GS-13), were denied promotions after December 9, 2000 to the present. The Agency's evidence 
instead demonstrates that African-American female employees, as defined in the class complaint, 
were denied promotions into the GS-12level in a statistically significant and disproport ionate 
manner. The Agency was aware of this evidence and should suffer no surprise from the use of 
this data to makc a finding of discrimination. In addition, altering the pleadings to focus 
exclusively on discrimination into the GS-12 grade level is not so disconnected from the Class's 
original complaint wh ich sought to prove discrimination in the promotion of Black females into 
'he GS-8, GS-9, GS- IO, GS-II, GS-13, OS-14 levels, as well as the GS-12 level. 

Accordingly, the pleadings will be amended, sua spollte, to reflect that the Class had 
expressly pled that African-American females in the Agency's headquarters in Balt imore, 
Maryland, including employees working in the Security West and Metro West facilities, but 
excluding those in the Office of General Counsel and the Office of the Inspector General, were 
denied promotions to the GS-12 level from December 9,2000 to the present. The Class has 
prevailed in the showing of class-wide discrimination against African-American female 
employees into the GS-12 level as a consequence of the Agency's unrebutted statist ical evidence 
of disparity in promotions. 
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Individual Complaints of Discrimination of Paulette Taylor 

Paulette Taylor filed her own individual complaints of discrimination and added them to 
the pending class complaint for adjudication. Specifically, she charged that she was discriminated 
against on the bases of her race and gender when she not selected for the positions of as-I3 
Building Manager under VAN W-1115, GS-13 Management Analyst under VAN W-1139, as-13 
Lead Management Analyst under VAN W-1153, as-14 Executive Officer under VAN W-1160, 
as-13 Management Analyst under VAN W-1183, GS-14 Space Coordinator advertised under 
VAN W-1189, SSA Leadership Development Program, GS-13 Building Manager under VAN W-
1235, GS-14 Building Manager under VAN W-1236 and as-13 Building Manager under V AN 
W-1256, She was deemed qualificd to fill these vacancies and appeared on the best qualified list 
for each one. She was not selected to fill these vacancies or chosen for the leadership 
development program. 

VAN W-1115 

The Agency proffered legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for the selections in each one 
of these vacancies. For example, the Agency justified its selection of John Larwood (White, 
male) under VAN W-1115 because he had actually held the position title of Building Manager for 
the Agency's Operations Building and completed the duties necessary for the position for five 
years prior to the announcement of the vacancy. At the time that Larwood was selected to fill the 
vacancy, Taylor had not held the position of building manager anywhere within the Agency. She 
was primarily a space planner for the Agency. It is undisputed that Taylor did not become a 
building manager for the Agency until 2005, 4 years after VA ' W-1115 was issued. 

Despite Larwood's expertise and experience as a building manager, Taylor averred that 
her background in building management exceeded his. She stated that she had served as a 
building manager in J 995 for the East Building, when the building was vacant. Taylor also 
claimed that while the Agency had assigned Emory Wimmer to work as the building manager for 
the East Building in 1998 and Maureen Kubovic to serve as the space plt1nner that same year, she 
still had oversight as space planner and building manager for the East Building in 1998. Lastly, 
Taylor averred that while completing her oversight duties as space and building manager for the 
East Building in 1998, she was also the lead on the PDS project, a major project, and responsible 
for handl ing the Agency 's annex project. Taylor's testimony regarding her responsibilities within 
the Agency in 1998 that she relied on to support her conclusion that she was more qualified for 
V AN W-1115 than LaT'\\'ood was overinflated and less than credible. 

Beyond her testimony regarding her job experience, Taylor charged that the selection was 
related to her race and gender because Shyrock purportedly told her that she was not "what 
management wanted, and then looked down at his hand." H.T.(II1) at 35. She testified that she 
interpreted his remark and eye movement towards his hand as a reference to race and gender. 
Taylor's interpretation of the comment is mystifying and does not support a belief that she was 
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discriminated against in the selection process as a result of her race and gender. More 
importantly, there was no evidence presented to show that Shyrock played a role in the selection 
process for VAN W-II IS or was speaking for any of the individuals involved in the selection 
process. FurthemlOre, while Taylor referred to comments from Childs that "Black females had to 
work harder, 10 times harder than White males and White females," Taylor did not show that this 
comment had anything to do with Chi lds' decision to select Larwood to fill V AN W -1115. 
H.T.(lI) aL 132-133. Taylor has simply noL overcome the reality thaL Larwood was qualified for 
the position, had officially held a building manager position five years prior to the announcement 
of the vacancy and was more experienced than she for the position. Thus, Taylor did not prove 
that she was discriminated against when she was not selected to fill VAN W -111 5. 

VAN W-I139 

The Agency offered a legitimate nondiscriminatory reason for its decision to select 
Bobbie Dixon (White, female) to fill this vacancy and forego promoting Taylor. Specifically. the 
Agency announced VAN W-1139 in order to find an individual to complete administrative 
functions of the Office of Building Management. Dixon had been working in an administrative 
position in the Division of Outlying Management prior to the announcement of the vacancy. 
Taylor had not held an administrative position within the Agency or dealt wi th delegated budgets 
in the past as had Dixon. 

Notwithstanding the difference in experience between Dixon and Taylor that rendered 
Dixon a better candidate for the position, Taylor testified that Shyrock again communicated the 
reason for her nonselection. She stated that at a meeting after the select ion, he "indicated that I 
was not want [sic] management wanted, he looked down at hi s hand and then at me." She 
perceived his eye movement as confinnation that she was not selected because of her race and 
gender. 

Taylor's testimony regarding Shyrock's purpol1ed communicat ion to her that she was not 
selected for the vacancy because of her race and gender is not credible. Taylor averred that 
Shyrock used an eye movement from his hand to her visage to somehow tell Taylor that she was 
not selected for vacancy W-1139 for discriminatory reasons. Taylor again testified that Shyrock 
used the same eye movement and gesture to communicate the reason for her l1 onselection fo r 
vacancy announcement W-1115, Moreover, Tay lor appears to blame her nonselection on 
everything but the difference in work experience between Dixon and Taylor. Tay lor has simply 
not defeated the Agency's nondiscriminatory reasons for the selection decision for W- 11 39 and 
has not demonstrated that she was discriminated against when she was not selected for vacancy 
W-1139. 

VAN W-1 153 

The Agency offered legitimate nondiscriminato ry reasons for the selection decisions 
made under VAN W-1153. Specifically, the Agency chose ElizabeLh Fox (White, female) 
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because she had space planning experience in the field and Greg Williams (White. male) for the 
vacancy because Agency managers wamed an individual with finance and budget experience. 
Taylor did not dispute that she did not possess this experience or that her work in these areas was 
miniscule compared to the experience and work or the selectees. Accordingly, Taylor did not 
proffer any evidence to show that she was in any way a better candidate for this vacancy in light 
of the skills that the Agency was seeking for the position. Thus, Taylor was not discriminated 
against when she was not chosen to fill VAN W·1153. 

VAN W-1 160 

The Agency offered legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for its selection decision under 
V AN W·1160. The Agency chose Frank Biro, a White male, because Agency managers wanted 
an individual "who could handle the executive operations of the organization, which primarily 
focus on budget and personnel." H.T.(XI) at 165. The selecting official further stated that it was 
not necessary for the selectee to have the detail that a space planner or a building manager would 
need. 

By Taylor's own admission, she had never worked in an administrative capacity in the 
Agency or handled the budget and personnel issues that an Executive Officer might. In support 
of her claim for discrimination, she opined that she had never seen any Black females "in the 
front office" holding the position of Executive Officer. But even this testimony was incorrect. 
She later admitted that several Black females, such as May Buchanan, Andrea Childs, Barbara 
Sledge and Debra Royster, had held prominent and high level positions in the front office and 
served as Executive Officers. Taylor proffered no evidence to show that the Agency did not 
need VAN W·1160 filled by an individual with executive, budget and personnel experience or 
that she possessed these skills which were overlooked in a discriminatory manner. Accordingly, 
Taylor did not prove that she was discriminated against when she was not selected to fill VAN 
W-1160. 

VAN W-1183 

The Agency offered legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for its selection decision under 
VAN W~ 1183. The Agency chose Dawn Fischer, a White female, because Agency managers 
wanted an individual who had experience dealing with budgeting issues. Fischer had served as a 
budget analyst for a number of years wilh the Agency. Beyond Taylor's testimony regarding her 
space planning experience, she presented no evidence to support that she should have been 
selected for the vacancy over Fischer, that she possessed similar or greater experience in the area 
of budget work than Fischer or that the Agency's effort to select an individual ex.perienced in the 
area of budget work was part of a discriminatory effort to exclude her from promotion. 
Accordingly. Taylor did not prove that she was discriminated against when the Agency selected 
Fischer to fill the vacancy. 
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VAN W-1189 

The position advertised under VAN W-1189 was designed to locale an employee who 
could handle space issues in the headqual1ers area and draft policy regarding these space issues. 
James Bentley (White, male), the selectee, was experienced in space planning for field offices. 
Taylor was equally qualified in this area, but lacked some of the other experience that Bentley 
possessed. Siegel, the selecting official. stated in her memorandum in support of Bentley's 
selection that Bentley had in depth knowledge of space allocation standards for both Operations 
and OHA, possessed skill in negotiations and experience with budget work. See 1. Ex. 29g. 
Further, he developed an electronic system to track the Region 3 furniture budget when 
Operations began managing it, was developing a spreadsheet for the Regional Commissioner, is 
well-versed in the leasing process and had excellent ideas about ways to get more control of the 
space situation centrally and to ensure better cooperation. Id. She pointed out that of the seven 
candidates interviewed for the job, Bentley knew all aspects of the work and would be able to 
"hit the ground running." Id. 

Taylor testified that Siegel told her that she was not selected to fill the vacancy because 
she did not have any qualifications for the position, H,T,(lI) at t68, Taylor's testimony is less 
than credible regarding Siegel's decision to forego select ing Taylor. It is undisputed that Taylor 
appeared on the best qualified list. Siegel had carefUlly examined Taylor's application noting 
some of the exaggerated claims in it and was keenly aware of Taylor's experience in space 
planning. Further, Taylor did not proffer any evidence to support her belief that she had been 
discriminated against on the bases of her race and gender in the selection process. Accordingly, 
Taylor has not proven that she was discriminated against when the Agency selected Bcntley for 
the vacancy. 

SSA LDP-3 

It is undisputed that Taylor made the best qualified lisl for the Agency's leadership 
development program application. The selecting official was Reginald Wells, a Black male 
Deputy Commissioner of Human Resources. The selectees from Taylor's area of the office were 
Lorraine DeCruise (Black, female) and John Resinger (White, male). Taylor had no evidence to 
support her belief that she was discriminated against on the bases of her race and gender when 
she was not selected for the program and Decruisc and Resinger were selected. Instead, she 
simply speculated that Siegel had prevented her selection, but could not point to anyone that 
Siegel had recommendcd who was selected by Wells. Accordingly, Tay lor has not proven that 
she was discriminated against when she was not selected for the leadership development 
program. 

VAN W-I235 

The Agency offered legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for its se lection decision under 
VAN W-123S. The Agency chose Richard Huttenberger (White, male) because Huttenbergcr 
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was already a building manager and had worked as a building manager for several years prior to 
the announcement of the vacancy. H.T.(IIl) at 101. Taylor only formally became a building 
manager in September 2005, three months before the vacancy for VA W-1235 was announced. 
Mary Blevins (White, fema le) was chosen because she worked in leasing and designed and 
completed build-outs for leased space. She worked on large scale projects just as Taylor had, so 
Taylor was not plainly superior in qualifications or experience to Blevins or Huttenberger. 
However, as further justification for the Agency's failure to select Taylor, Larwood concluded 
that Taylor had overstated her experience in her employment applicat ion. H.T.(JI ) at 175. 

Taylor did not dispute the qualifications of Blevins or Huttenberger. She instead argued 
that the Agency's justifications were pretextual because both Blevins and Huttenberger had 
previously received 120-day details into the position later advertised under V AN W-1235, which 
she was denied. She also staled that there was nothing wrong with copying portions of 
Larwood's appl ication and placing those portions word-far-word in her own employment 
application for the position. 

Taylor's argument does not support pretext. By the time that VAN W-1235 was 
advertised, Biro had assigned Taylor to serve officially as building manager of the Agency's 
Child Care Center. At least 120-days prior to the announcement of the vacancy. Taylor had been 
given the opportunity to demonstrate her skills in the position of building manager. Thus, the 
failure of the Agency to place her in the position advertised under V AN W-1235 for 120-days is 
not the reason why she was not selected for the position and does not demonstrate a significant 
benefit to t~e selectees. Lastly, notwithstanding Taylor's effortlo justify her ill -advised decision 
to copy and paste ponions of Larwood's application into her own, she actually did overstate her 
experience and skills in her application. For example, Taylor wrote in her appl ication that she 
had served as lead space planner and master housing coordinator, At the hearing, she eventually 
admitted that Sue Williams held the position of master housing coordinator and not she. 
However, Taylor continued to insist that she and Williams were interchangeable in the master 
housing coordinator job while Taylor served as lead space planner. Accordingly, Taylor did not 
prove that the Agency chose Huttenberger and Blevins over her for discriminatory reasons. 

VAN W-1236 

The Agency offered legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for its selection decision under 
VAN W-1236 in its memorandum of July 28, 2006. See J. Ex. 31g. Specifically, the Agency 
chose Rose Ann Sabaka (White, female) to fill the Building Manager position because Sabaka 
had served as a building manager, a building management supervisor and facility manager for 
over 10 years. She answered all of the technical questions regarding facility management and 
budget at the interview. She possessed a working knowledge of mechanical systems, 
demonstrated a strong approach to personnel management, briefed agency executives on a gamut 
of facility issues and possessed excellent verbal and written skills. The memorandum noted that 
Taylor was not chosen to fill VAN W-1236 because her interview answers were incomplete and 
sometimes inaccurate and her only experience at the GS-J3 level was in space planning frol11 
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1999 through 2002. Id. 

Taylor was nOI able 10 show that the Agency's justification for the selection of Sabaka 
was false or discriminatory. Indeed, Taylor admiued at the hearing that she had asked the 
interviewers to come back to certain questions because she did not know the answers to the 
questions and was not able to identify the types of budgets that the incumbent of the position 
would handle. She also did nOI demonstrate that her background, ex.perience or credentials were 
in any way clearly superior to that ofSabaka. Accordingly. Taylor did not prove that she was 
discriminated against on the bases of her race and gender when she was not selected for the 
Director for the Division of Outlying Buildings Management advertised under VAN w~ 1236. 

VAN W-1256 

The Agency proffered legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for its selection decision 
under VAN W-1256. The Agency chose Katherine Crum (White, female) because she was 
highly involved in the renovations to the Agency's Annex Building, construction of the Child 
Care Center and the renovation of the Operations Building. J. Ex. 32g at 10-11. She had a good 
deal of experience with space planning, had worked well with building managers, interviewed 
well, is proficient in the use of AutoCAD and had served as technical advisor to upper~level 
managers on the full range of issues specific to large-scale projects. Further, the 
recommendation memorandum drafted by Larwood emphasized repeatedly that Taylor either 
exaggerated her expertise or overstated her role in different positions within the Agency. He 
cited, as support for this belief, her inability (0 either answer the questions asked at the interview 
or tendency to provide incomplete answers to these questions. He concluded that the manner in 
which Taylor interviewed indicated that her level of knowledge, ski ll s and abilities outlined in 
her employment application was overstated and that she exaggerated her experience. 

Taylor did not proffer evidence to dispute Larwood's conclus ions about her interview 
efforts or ability to answer key questions about the posi tion. Instead, she speculated that Crum 
had a personal n:laliollship with Larwood. H.T.(II) at 199. Taylor also complained that she 
should not have had a one~on~one interview with Larwood because she felt uncomfortable with 
him. /d. at 200-201. These objections, complaints and speculative statements do not support 
race and gender discrimination in Taylor's nonselection. In addition, they do not defeat 
Larwood's criticisms of Taylor in his memorandum to Siegel in support of his selection oferum. 
Accordingly, Taylor did not prove that she was discriminated against on the bases of her race 
and gender when she was not selec ted for the posit ion of Building Manager advertised under 
VAN W-1256. 

Individual Complaints of Discrimination of Debra Harley 

Debra Harley filed her own individual complaints of discrimination and added them to 
the pending class complaint for adjudication. Specifically, she charged that she was 
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discriminated against on the bases of her race and gender when she was not selected for the GS-
13 level positions of Computer Specialist under VAN T·531, Computer Specialist under VAN Z-
349, IT Specialist under VAN J-4 I 6, IT Specialist under VAN J-422, Lead IT Specialist under 
VAN J-426, Lead IT Special ist under VAN J-436 and Lead IT Specialist (Systems Analysis) 
under V AN J-440, 

VAN T-531 

The selectees for VAN T-531 were Patrice Stewart (Black, female) and Robin Barbour 
(White, female). Harley did not proffer any evidence to show the manner in which the Agency 
discriminated against her on the bases of her race and gender when it first selected Stewart for 
the vacancy. Harley speculated that the Agency may have chosen Stewart because Harley had 
begun to complain about her work assignments before this vacancy was announced. Harley 's 
testimony did not support any argument for animus towards her on the bases of race and gender 
in promotion decisions, especially since Stewart is also a Black female. 

The Agency proffered legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for its selection decision 
under V AN T -531. Specifically, both Stewart and Barbour earned a higher score from the 
interview panel than Harley. Further, as early as 2000, Jo Armstrong, the selecting official for 
the position, had infomled Harley of work perfonnance problems. She had informed Harley that 
her coworkers believed that she "needed too much help with [her] work" and that she was " too 
difficult to work with," H.T.(JV) at 100, 

Harley did not dispute that Armstrong was aware of work performance issues raised by 
Harley's coworkers and discussed them with Harley prior to the advertisement of this vacancy. 
Harley also admitted that she fumbled through the interview for the position. Thus, the weak 
interview and poor work performance hindered Harley's ability to be chosen to fill the vacancy. 
Accordingly. Harley did not demonstrate that she was discriminated against on the bases of her 
race and gender when she was not selected to fill VAN T·531. 

VAN Z-349, J-416, J-426, J-436 

VAN T-531 was not the only vacancy in which the Agency select ing official chose at 
least one Black, female candidate to fill the pos ition. The Agency selected Black female 
candidates to fill VANS Z-349, J-416, J-426 and J-436. Harley did not proffer any evidence to 
show the manner in which she was discriminated against on the bases of her race and gender in 
these selection decisions when the Agency also chose Black females for these vacancies. 

Notwithstanding Harley's failure to demonstrate that she has even made a prima facie 
showing of race and gender discrimination in these selection decisions, the Agency proffered 
legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for the selection of Baker and Marshall under Van Z-349. 
Specifically, Baker and Marshall had both worked in the Division of Quality Testing and 
Validation (DQTV) and they had an extensive knowledge ofDQTV procedures and processes. 
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83ker had developed some of those procedures. In addition, Marshall helped develop those 
same procedures, possessed excellent teaching skills and was a mentor. Further, Mobley had 
supervised both individuals and was familiar with their work. Harley had never worked in the 
DQTVarea. 

Harley did not proffer any evidence to rebut thejustificatiolls given by the Agency for the 
selection of Baker and Marshall. Instead, she testified that Armstrong told her, after the selection 
process, that the reason why she was not selected was the level of her work performance. Again, 
thisjustificatioll is supponed through Armstrong's conversations with Harley about her work 
perfomlance and the complaints from Harley's coworkers regarding her competence. Neither 
the legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for the familiarity of the selectees with DQTV work 
proffered by the Agency or the justifications regarding Harley ' s poor work perfonnance support 
race and gender discrimination in her nonseiection for VAN 2 -349. Accordingly, Harley has not 
proven that she was discriminated against when she was not selected to fill VAN 2-349. 

Like VAN 2-349, the Agency selected Black, fema les to fill the vacancy under VAN J-
416. Indeed, the Agency chose three Black, female candidates to fill the vacancy. Again, Harley 
did not proffer any evidence to show the manner in which she was discriminated against on the 
bases of her race and gender when these three Black females were chosen for the position. 

The Agency proffered a legitimate nondiscriminatory reason for its decision to forego 
selecting Harley to fill the vacancy. Specifically, she did not perform well at the interview. 
Moreover, she did not obtain high management endorsement for her work perfonnance. See J. 
Ex. 37c. In addition, Mobley testified that Harley was not familiar with the work of the DQTV 
and that through the people she did recommend for the position she was hoping to continue to 
build the team for this work in the DQTV. H.T.(XlI) at 215. Harley did not proffer any 
evidence to dispute Rydstrom's justifications for her nonselection or even Mobley's 
recommendation. Accordingly, Harley did not prove that she was discriminated against on the 
bases of her race and gender when she was not selected to fill VAN J-416. 

Again, Harley did not proffer any evidence to show the manner in which she had been 
discriminated against on the base of her race and gender when at least one Black, female 
(Jacqueline Thaxton) was selected to fill VAN J-426. Indeed, Harley could not point to 
qualifications that were superior to Thaxton or those of the other White male or White female 
selectees for the position. Instead, at the hearing she complained bitterly that " I 've been there for 
such a IOllg time, and I've perfonned my duties, and I'm not gelling promoted." H.T.(IV) at 193. 
Harley proffered no evidence 10 support her belief that her experience or qualifications were 
superior to the selectees or that she was discriminated against on the bases of her race and age 
when she was not selected to fill VAN J-426. Thus, she has not prevailed in this claim. 
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For VAN 1-436, the Agency selected three Black females, a Black male and a White 
female to fill five vacancies. Again, Harley did not explain the manner in which the Agency 
discriminated against her on the bases of race and gender when it selected the three Black 
females for the position. The Agency proffered legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons for 
Harley's nonselection. Specifically, she was not recommended by her managers, Michael 
Gallagher or Frank Sotaski, for promotion because her work product was insufficient at times 
and she was argumcIHative. H.T.(V) at 65-66. Sotaski testified that as early as 2003, before this 
vacancy had been announced, that he had met with Harley to detail these problems, offer 
suggestions for improvement and had received resistance from Harley on his assessment of the 
work performance issues. Id. at 102-105. 

Harley did not proffer any evidence to challenge the assessment of her managers 
regarding her work or otherwise demonstrate that she was in any way superior to the selectees. 
She did not rebut their legitimate nondiscriminatory reason for her nonselection. Accordingly, 
Harley did not prove that she was discriminated against on the bases of her race and gender when 
she was not selected to fill V AN J-436. 

VAN J-422 

The Agency selected Chester Kirkendall (Black, male) and Suzanne Krause (White, 
female) to fill VAN J-422. Sotaski testified that he did not recommend anyone from his division 
to fill this position because he lacked vacancies in his division. H. T.(V) al 108. Mobley testified 
that she recommended Kirkendall because he possessed the technical knowledge for the work in 
the DQTV, had leadership skills and worked closely with the contractors in the division. 
H.T.(XII) at 217. Harley did not proffer any evidence to challenge the recommendation by 
Eckert and Mobley or the selection decision by Rydstrom. Accordingly, Harley did not prove 
that she was discriminated against on the bases of her race and gender when Kirkendall and 
Krause were selected to fill the vacancy. 

VAN J-440 

Thc Agency selected Carlton Harris (Black, male) and Robin Howell (White, female) to 
fill VAN 1.440. Mobley testified that she recommended Howell because she possessed strong 
leadership ski ll s, helped develop processes in the DQTV and worked in the DQTV at the time of 
the selection process. H.T.(X II ) at 226. She slated that she did not recommend Harley because 
Howell was more experienced and knowledgeable than Harley for the vacancy. Id. She stated 
that she had worked with Howell and did not work with Harley. Id. at 229. 

Sotaski stated that he recolllmended Harris because he had taken lead roles in the 
organization, was instrumental in coordmating the effort to gain usability and accessibility of 
applications, especially the Internet Disability Reports, played a key role in the development of 
many internet applications and was a role model in these major efforts. J. Ex. 41c. He further 
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stated that while Harley was a good analyst, she bad not demonstrated the leadership capabilities 
that he looks for when selecting a Lead. He added that he had spoken with Harley about the 
leadership deficiencies when he had served as her immediate supervisor and noted that her 
Branch Chief had also spoken to her about these same considerations. [d. at Ex. 7. 

Harley did not challenge the legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons provided by the 
Agency for the decision to select Howell and Harris or proffer any evidence to show that her 
knowledge and expertise was superior to that of both selectees. In addition, Harley did not argue 
or produce any evidence to show that the recommendations or the decisions justifying the 
selections were pretext for discrimination. Accordingly, Harley has not proven that she was 
discriminated against on the bases of her race and gender when she was not selected to fill VAN 
J-440. 

VIII. Conclusion 

The Class has prevailed in the showing of class-wide discrimination against 
nonsupervisory African-American female employees who were denied promotions into the GS-12 
level, from December 9, 2000 to the present, as a consequence of the Agency's unrebutted 
statistical evidence of disparity in promotions. The Class did not prove that African-American 
females were discriminated against when they were not promoted, from December 9,2000 to the 
present, into any mher grade level position. 

Neither Taylor nor Harley proved that they were discriminated against in obtaining 
promotions in the individual complaints that were subsumed into this class complaint involving 
the specific vacancies to which they testified. Taylor did not prove that she was discriminated 
against when she was not selected under VANs W-IIIS, W-1139, W-IIS3, W-1160, W-1183, 
W-1189, W-I23S, W-1236, W-12S6 and the SSA Leadership Development Program (SSA LDP-
3). Harley did not prove that she was discriminated against when she was not selected under 
VANs T-S31 , 2-349, J-416, J-422, J-426, J-436 and J-440. 

IX. Order 

The parties are ordered [Q submit a briefinfonlling the Commission on the manner in 
which relief should be addressed. The briefis due 20 days from the issuance of this decision. 

") I .::H:> Ii 
DATE ) ~~()~~ 

ENECHI A. MOD 
ADM INISTRATIV JUDGE 
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